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This issue has been published to coincide with the World PM2022, which is
being organised by the European Powder Metallurgy Association (EPMA)
in Lyon/FR from 9–13 October 2022. This world congress, which is held
every six years in Europe, will present an overview of the international
PM market, with papers presented by Rodney Brennen – President of the
Metal Powder Industries Federation in North America, Chiu-Lung Chu –
President of the Asian Powder Metallurgy Association, and Ralf Carlström
– President of the EPMA.
The Plenary Paper will be given by SAFRAN/FR on the topic of Additive
Manufacturing of Metals Serving Environmentally Friendly Aeronautics. Accordingly, in this issue we also have topics devoted to Powder Metallurgy
(Lithography-Based Metal Manufacturing by Incus/AT on E 31 ff., Sintering
of WC10Co by IWM-RWTH University of Aachen/DE on E 51 ff. and High
Precision in Powder Compaction by DORST Technologies/DE on E 56 ff.).
Material and process development are driven forward by topics that are
helping to accelerate decarbonization. That is shown by the following articles.
Fraunhofer HTL/DE reports on Lightweight Hot Structures from Oxide Cer
amic Matrix Composites and shows that, thanks to progress in process
engineering and in material development, too, CMCs can be made much
cheaper and therefore more competitive compared with metal-based
components. New avenues for the production of electrically conductive
ceramics with CNT-strengthened alumina ceramics are explored in the
report by TH Georg-Simon-Ohm Nuremberg/DE (E 61 ff.). With MoSi2, SiC
and Si3N4, the Montanuniversität Leoben/AT is presenting economical alternatives to precious metal electrodes in spark plugs (E 45 ff.). FastCast
– a spin-off of KIT Karlsruhe/DE – describes a new, simple process route
for the fabrication of macroporous ceramics (E 34 ff.).
Besides exciting developments from applied research, there are also not
able projects in industry, which we are presenting within the scope of
interviews. The Bamberg facility of Robert Bosch GmbH/DE, known for the
production of motor vehicle components like petrol and diesel injection
systems, sensors, spark plugs and Lambda sensors, is now the leading
plant for pre-series production of fuel cells and stacks for solid oxide fuel
cells, the core component in SOFC systems (E 10 ff.). Gottfried/DE is presenting illite-based mineral products for the optimization of high-grade
ceramics (including ceramic membranes for filtration) (E 7 ff.).
Material and process development of powder materials is currently extremely dynamic, and for that reason we can look forward to visiting
many interesting conferences and trade fairs in autumn and next year,
too. Find inspiration for your own field of work!

Yours

Karin Scharrer
k.scharrer@goeller-verlag.de
E1
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+++ GLOBAL NEWS +++ GLOBAL NEWS +++
Company News
Germany
Nabaltec Record Numbers in
1st Half of 2022
Nabaltec AG published its interim report for the 1st half of 2022, according
to which the company posted recordhigh revenues in the first six months of
2022 of EUR 110,7 million (compared
to EUR 93,9 million in the same period
of last year). Revenues in the 2nd quarter
of 2022 were EUR 55,9 million, up from
EUR 47,9 million in the 2nd quarter of
last year (up 16,7 %). Nabaltec Group’s
operating profit (EBIT) in the 1st half of
2022 was EUR 15,7 million, compared to
EUR 10,5 million in the 1st half of 2021 (up
49,5 %). The EBIT margin (EBIT as a percentage of total performance) was 14,0 %
in the 1st six months of 2022, up 11,3 %
from in the same period of last year. Nabaltec posted EBITDA of EUR 22,2 million in the 1st half of 2022, compared to
EUR 16,8 million in the same period of last
year (up 32,1 %).
”Nabaltec’s business has proved highly
robust this year – despite mounting challenges and uncertainties with regard to the
geopolitical situation, the global economy,
inflation, global supply chains and energy
and commodities prices. In addition to an
improved product mix, we were able to
implement necessary price increases at the
start of the year, which have contributed
decisively to the strong revenue growth“,
reported Johannes Heckmann, the CEO of
Nabaltec AG. Revenue growth was generated in both product segments. In the 2nd
quarter of 2022, Nabaltec posted revenues
of EUR 38,5 million in its Functional Fillers
product segment, up from EUR 33,3 million
in the same quarter of last year. Total revenues in the 1st six months of 2022 came
to EUR 75,4 million, up from EUR 65,6 million in the same period of last year (up
14,9 %). Revenues in the Specialty Alumina
product segment were EUR 17,4 million
in the 2nd quarter of 2022 (previous year:
EUR 14,6 million). Total revenues in this
segment amounted to EUR 35,3 million in
the 1st half, up from EUR 28,4 million in the
1st half of 2021 (up 24,3 %).
Due to the excellent course of business in
the first half of 2022, Nabaltec will be raisE 4

ing its revenue forecast for the year as a
whole. The company now expects revenue
growth in a range from 12–14 % in Financial Year 2022 (previously: 10–12 %). On
the earnings side, Nabaltec is confirming its
forecast for an EBIT margin in a range from
10–12 % for the year as a whole despite
the steep rise in energy and commodities
prices in the 2nd half of 2022.
”We expect revenue growth and the EBIT
margin to be weaker in the 2nd half relative
to the first six months of the year. Our forecast is also subject to the assumption that
the economy and the sectors of relevance
for Nabaltec will remain stable despite the
high current risks. The gas market continues
to be tense and contingency plans are in
place in the event of an escalation in the
gas supply“, said Johannes Heckmann.
Germany
Companies are Committed
to Decarbonizing Erfurter Kreuz
More than 20 companies from the Erfur
ter Kreuz e. V. initiative are working together
in the CleanEFX interest group to supply the
commercial area at Erfurter Kreuz with energy and process heat in a climate-neutral
manner. Even before the current geopolit
ical changes, the project idea was initiated
in several workshops by companies and research institutions. The goal is to combine
the existing infrastructures at the industrial
park, to use process media in sector coup
ling and to find synergies among each other
and in the region. The regional, sustainable
energy solution has already inspired other
companies and found renowned support in
business and politics.
The climatic and geopolitical situation has
dramatically increased the pressure on
companies regarding their energy supply.
Even before the events of February 2022,
climate-neutral energy solutions independent of fossil fuels had to be found. Since
then, the situation has also worsened economically, with energy prices soaring. At the
same time, CO2 pricing of processes and
precursors is on the rise. Previous solutions
based on renewable energy often represented only isolated approaches, with companies working on stand-alone solutions
for their site. The CleanEFX initiative takes
a more efficient approach in which capaci
ties and process media are used multiple
times in sector coupling, peak loads and

surpluses are distributed among each other,
and expensive infrastructure is designed
and procured jointly. In particular, the connection is made to the region to achieve an
affordable, clean, and local energy solution
for local providers and consumers.
Dr Daniel Bader, CEO and Managing Dir
ector IHI Charging Systems International
Germany GmbH, member of IEK and part of
the stakeholder group since the beginning,
stated: “We have been addressing the requirements of CO2 minimisation for several
years, both in our new technologies and in
our manufacturing processes. We have already achieved great success at the site, our
media consumption is carbon-neutral. For
further improvements up to CO2 neutrality
for the region, we need the synergies with
other companies and society. From here
on, efficiency, multiple use of media and
coupling of companies count. No one can
achieve this goal alone. That’s why we’re
playing an active role in making it happen.”
Prof. Michael Stelter, Deputy Director Fraunhofer IKTS, Board of Directors Thüringer Erneuerbare Energien Netzwerk – ThEEN e. V.,
underlined: “The technologies for a climateneutral and secure energy supply from regional sources are basically available, but in
the past they were often used too timidly
or were slowed down by regulations. With
CleanEFX, we are showing that it can be
done if you think big, have a clear plan, and
all the players pull together.
We are demonstrating not only that large
industrial sites can be supplied in a climateneutral manner, but also that an entire region can benefit from such joint approaches. Because beyond energy supply, the new
energy technologies also offer the potential
for new jobs or the transformation of existing industries into new business fields.
Fraunhofer IKTS supports these processes
of change at Erfurter Kreuz with its hydrogen center WaTTh and its technological
networking into the entire region of Central
Germany. And ThEEN can contribute methods from industrial demo-projects for the
reduction of CO2 in energy supply.”
Germany
SGL Carbon Expands Capacities for
Graphite Products
SGL Carbon will significantly increase
capacities for the production of graphite
products for the semiconductor industry by
cfi/Ber. DKG 99 (2022) No. 6

+++ GLOBAL NEWS +++
2024. As part of the investment budget for
the Business Unit Graphite Solutions set out
in the medium-term planning, a mid-range
double-digit million euro amount will be
made available for the expansion of production over the next two years.
The expansion program will take place in
several steps over the next two years. In St.
Marys, North America, and at the Chinese
site in Shanghai, capacities for purification
and for high precision, computer-controlled
processing of graphite components and
felts will be expanded. In Meitingen, Germany, a new plant for the production of
carbonized and graphitized soft felt is under
construction. Further capacity expansions at
various locations are being planned.
Burkhard Straube, Head of Business Unit
Graphite Solutions, said: ”SGL Carbon is
very well positioned along the entire value
chain of Si- and SiC-based semiconductors.
In order to be able to accompany the market growth and the strong increase in demand from our customers, we need to significantly increase our capacities. We would
like to thank our customers, with whom we
planned this expansion together and were
able to secure it through their orders. This
is a first step.“
Components made of specialty graphite are
indispensable in semiconductor production.
This applies both to crystal growth and the
subsequent finishing of the wafers, e.g. by
means of epitaxy or ion implantation. These
processes take place at very high temperatures and in extremely corrosive environments. At the same time, the highest purity
and absolute precision are required. SGL
Carbon supplies graphite-based solutions
along the entire semiconductor production
chain. With its silicon carbide coatings, SGL
Carbon is also one of the leading suppliers
to the semiconductor industry and a preferred supplier to numerous manufacturers.
Specialty graphites from SGL Carbon support not only silicon-based semiconductors but also the increasing use of silicon
carbide-based semiconductors in the fastgrowing power electronics market, enabling
more efficient control and conversion of
electrical energy.
Silicon carbide-based semiconductors are
needed for higher performance electric
vehicles, automation processes or telecommunications infrastructure, among other
applications.
cfi/Ber. DKG 99 (2022) No. 6

Germany
Fraunhofer IKTS – Part of the
Thuringian Cluster for Sustainable
Water Research
The Thuringian Water Innovation Cluster
– ThWIC, jointly initiated by the Friedrich
Schiller University Jena, the Fraunhofer Institute for Ceramic Technologies and Systems IKTS and the Ernst Abbe University of
Applied Sciences Jena, prevailed in the final
round of the Clusters4Future competition
and will be funded by the Federal Ministry
of Education and Research from 2023 onwards. This means that over the next nine
years, up to EUR 45 million in funding will
flow into the development of new water
technologies and research into how society
deals with this increasingly scarce resource.
Prof. Dr Michael Stelter, Deputy Institute Dir
ector of Fraunhofer IKTS and Director of the
Center for Energy and Environmental Chemistry at the University of Jena, is coordinator
of the project and particularly pleased that
with ThWIC no pure technology cluster was
selected for funding: “Our projects are not
only about technical innovations for a more
sustainable water supply, but also about cooperation with civil society.”
The more than 20 subprojects of the innovation cluster deal with a wide variety
of aspects of sustainable water supply. A
central area is new technologies for the
analysis and purification of water. The new
generation of sensors developed in the
cluster can collect thousands of times more
data on water quality. For the first time, the
researchers can monitor changes in water
quality in real time and react much more
effectively to contamination of micropollutants such as pharmaceutical residues.
New water treatment processes based on
cavitation and membranes then enable the
targeted elimination of these substances.
However, the potential of smart, data-driven water management also faces questions
of data security.
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Norway/Germany
Fraunhofer IKTS Spin-off Forefronts
Offshore Pressure Vessel Monitoring
Technology
Equinor Ventures/NO joins forces with
Fraunhofer IKTS/DE and experienced spinoff management and investment company
CoFounder resulting in the foundation of
new deep-tech venture Nicoustic. Nicoustic
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+++ GLOBAL NEWS +++ GLOBAL NEWS +++
provides offshore pressure vessel monitoring technology using guided ultrasonic
waves. Its technology offers a non-intrusive,
permanent monitoring method, that can be
applied from the outside with no downtime
for the operator. Headquartered in Trondheim/NO, the new company is a spin-off
from Fraunhofer IKTS and has the ambition
to become a global provider of acoustic
level monitoring and integrity solutions for
pressure vessels, allowing operators to reduce maintenance costs, optimize production and improve safety.
“There is a need for reliable and permanent
monitoring of solids and multiphase level in
our offshore separators and other vessels”,
said Jan Magnus Østvik, Project Manager,
Technology Management at Equinor. This
is because solids like sands or scale can

build up in vessels which can cause costly
equipment downtime and manual cleaning.
This technology can have broad application
across process industries. The technology is
not limited to this market.
“We see a huge potential also in the chem
ical industry as well as in renewable energy
applications such as hydrogen. Besides the
cooperation with Equinor and the strong
team performance, these opportunities are
why we decided, to take an active role in
bringing Nicoustic to the market”, said Dr
Christian Wunderlich, Deputy Institute Dir
ector at Fraunhofer IKTS.
The creation of the new company was
supported by Fraunhofer Venture and
the CoLab & AHEAD programs during
the founding stage. Nicoustic will further
be financially backed by Fraunhofer, Co-

Founder and Equinor Ventures. The first
initial funding of EUR 730 000 is already
secured.
“We are proud of being invited by Equinor
and Fraunhofer to participate in the commercialisation of the new technology. Nicoustic is a perfect example where validated
customer need, worldclass technology and
external management haven been matched
– resulting in next level technology transfer”, said Jan Biti, Managing Partner at
CoFounder and interim CEO at Nicoustic.
CoFounder provides management resources
and capital to early-stage technology companies in Norway; has broad experience in
the commercialisation of new technologies
from R&D institutes, universities and corp
orations. CoFounder is financially backed by
KLP – the largest pension fund in Norway.
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ARGOLITEC: Illite-Based Mineral Products for Optimization
of High-Quality Ceramics and Their Production

At ceramitec 2022, Gottfried/DE premièred a new line

of products on the basis of extremely fine-grained illites.
The ARGOLITEC product group comprises non-swelling
phyllosilicates predestined for plasticizing as well as
binders and sintering aids. They are especially suitable
for high-performance applications. Matthias Schuhbauer (MS), Technical Consultant for these products, and
Christian Gottfried (CG), Managing Director at Adolf
Gottfried Tonwerke GmbH, gave us some information
on the products’ development and market launch. Interesting, too, is certainly the potential use of the material
to lower sintering temperatures by 50–150 K.
Fig. 1 Christian Gottfried (l.) and Matthias Schuhbauer

cfi: What motivated you to add these materials to your product portfolio? Will your
potential customer base be widened as a
result?
CG: Up to now, our own kaolinitic, refrac
tory clays along with externally sourced ma
terials have formed the basis for our clay
and chamotte products. Now we’re adding
a product group of illitic clays to our port
folio, which is also widening its range of applications. These not only include ceramics,
but, for example, foundries, where illite is
used to partly substitute bentonite, or polymers, where the material serves as a functional additive/synergist.
cfi: Mr Schuhbauer, you brought the ma
terial to Gottfried’s attention. How did you
present it as an attractive material with
good availability?
MS: Back in 2000, through an expert group
working with clay mineral resources, I came
into contact with a raw materials entrepreneur who wanted to expand his established
but modest raw materials business with
some technologically valuable additions for
the future.
Through this contact, I was introduced to an
extremely interesting deposit with an equally interesting raw material. Astonishingly,
cfi/Ber. DKG 99 (2022) No. 6

no one had so far come up with a plan for
the technological utilisation of this deposit
and the raw material. The simple but clear
question “What should we do with it?“ was
the signal for my systematic development of
products, formerly known as Arginotec now
ARGOLITEC, and its marketing for different
applications.
To gauge successful prospects in advance,
the raw material had to be precisely assessed with regard to its availability, extractability and consistent quality, i.e. as
orientation for industrial application.
With regard to working out its crucial mineralogical classification, I received excellent
support from my much-respected adviser
Dr Gernot Endlicher from the Institute of
Applied Mineralogy at the University of Regensburg. Even at this early stage, the objective of the development in the direction
of industrial application was already taken
into consideration.
In concrete terms, that means that the mineralogical assessment and classification of
the raw material were conducted based on
combined analytics (XRF, XRD, microscopy,
sedimentology, absorption analytics) by Dr
Endlicher parallel to determination by me
of the specific ceramic characteristics for

application in the field (shrinkage, green
strength, coefficient of thermal expansion,
mechanical properties and surface quality
with sintering conditions adjusted in specific steps, etc.).
cfi: Please give us a few details about the
properties of ARGOLITEC.
MS: We wanted to develop the starting material specifically for ceramic applications.
We had to take certain framework conditions into account and selectively qualify
the processes. One condition was that the
final product should not require registration
as specified in REACH Article 3, Annex V,
and therefore it had to be free of any chem
icals. It was important to avoid thermal processes and, during deagglomeration, not to
destroy the fine illite particles down to the
ultrafine range, in order to retain their high
reactivity. Another requirement was the
ability to dose the material very selectively.
It was therefore necessary to develop suitable machine technology, building on existing and proven basis technology wherever
possible. In this way, fast and reliable implementation of the product development
could be enabled.
Set-up of the process engineering in stages
was the solution to obtain an applicationE7
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Fig. 2 ARGOLITEC – the new line of
products on the basis of extremely finegrained illites

oriented product range for wide application efficiently, i.e. without material losses,
in respect of a cost-benefit comparison.
At this stage of development, there was
close cooperation with selected machine
manufacturers and industry clients to define
the ideal process technology and to take
the customers’ ceramics-related ideas into
consideration. The variance was the ratio of
illite to calcite, which could be controlled effectively with the process technology.
cfi: What is the mineralogical structure of
ARGOLITEC?
MS: We have just under 80 % illitic and
around 10 % kaolinitic phase. Swelling clay
mineral phases cannot be detected, but at
least 10 % very fine calcite. Mineral phases
such quartz, feldspar, haematite, etc. are
not contained. The content of finest grain
<2 µm reaches almost 90 %. On this basis,
product development was configured for diverse applications with a focus on ceramic
surfaces (engobes and glazes) and highgrade technical ceramics, especially those
with filigree and porous geometries.
An international patent was registered for
the outcome of process technology and
product development.
cfi: What effect can the introduction of ARGOLITEC to ceramic formulations have?
MS: ARGOLITEC is multifunctional and can,
if dosed selectively, introduce its properties into technical ceramics bodies (oxide
and silicate ceramics). The beneficial effect
extends over all production steps, such as
preparation, shaping, drying and thermal
E 8

treatment. The powder is free-flowing and
dispersible and therefore very easy to dose.
For shaping, ARGOLITEC plays out its crucial
properties as a high-quality plasticizer. This
very fine, non-swelling three-layer silicate
with ideal interaction with water has an instant and stress-free plasticizing effect. As a
plasticizer, it substitutes synthetic additives
for shaping, which brings big advantages,
especially for extrusion.
Extrusion is the main shaping process for
the application of ARGOLITEC, but it can
also be used to optimize more specialised
shaping processes like casting or spinning.
Owing to the absence of any swelling and
the resulting low drying shrinkage of only
around 5 % for 100 % ARGOLITEC, drying with good green strength and stable
handling builds a reliable bridge to thermal
processing.
The high green strength and sintering start
already under 820 °C enable sufficient consolidation for special applications already
below common sintering temperatures.
Because of their good dispersibility, the
ultrafine particles, especially of the ARGOLITEC NX nanopowder, enable finely tuned
dosing and introduction in a batch formulation, so that sintering bridges are formed at
different points. This happens already at low
temperatures and creates optimum sintering conditions. Even for filigree and highly
porous products, a reliable and stable cer
amic is produced that optimally meets required application properties.
In dense ceramics, optimization of the
product properties, mostly with regard to
product strengths, in combination with
optimization of the sintering conditions, is
one application. The extraordinary sintering
properties are derived from the exchange
metal ions (alkali, Fe) in the phyllosilicate
lattice, which is typical of illite.
Besides the process-related advantages of
targeted sintering, energy efficiency thanks
to lowering of the sintering temperature
by around 50–150 K and the possibility of
utilising highly efficient fibre insulation in
the kilns is an increasingly important aspect.
cfi: The material was developed with cer
amic manufacturers. What results have you
already collected from industrial application?
MS: The broadest approach resulted in
high-porosity, filigree-structured ceramic
substrate for Al2O3 and SiC materials. Al-

most without exception, ARGOLITEC NX
Nanopowder is used here. An implementation in water filtration was realised back
in 2003, and extended through company
mergers to manufacturing in Shanghai/CN.
Especially the technologically successful
work in this area led to a noticeably wider
use of ARGOLITEC NX for similar applications.
The above-mentioned advantages of ARGOLITEC could be quickly recognised many
times over and used by a string of customers, especially for specific new developments – this despite the fact that right up
to the end of 2021 the product was produced by a company that was completely
unknown in ceramics/technical ceramics.
The fact that a very well-known and longestablished company, Adolf Gottfried
Tonwerke GmbH, has fully taken over the
production and sales, confirms the per
formance of the products and will certainly
break through any remaining reticence in
the industry.
In addition, it should also be mentioned
that, in other applications, internationally
highly respected companies (e.g. in polymers for flame retardants) have trusted in
ARGOLITEC for years now.
cfi: What technical customer service in respect of body development or modification
do you offer?
MS: As the ARGOLITEC products are rela
tively new for the ceramic industry, it is generally necessary to initiate specific development projects. Naturally, it is expedient to
concentrate the technical expertise. That is
to explore development possibilities based
on a comparison of customer requirements
with the possibilities offered by the ARGOLITEC products.
This approach has been well accepted and
therefore a good and valued partnership
has grown out of it. As a result, we are
automatically more or less actively involved
with dedicated services in the development.
As a ceramics engineer with many years of
professional experience on the one hand
and, on the other hand, as the person who
put ARGOLITEC on this path, I can build up
a constructive business relationship for both
partners, customer and supplier.
CG: Service is simply a central issue in our
company. It begins with the technically and
commercially adapted product selection.
Here, product types have already been opticfi/Ber. DKG 99 (2022) No. 6
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mized, e.g. for engobes/glazes, with ARGOLITEC.
Of course, the service package is now wider
at Adolf Gottfried Tonwerke. On top of this
comes our exceptional expertise as a longestablished company in ceramic raw mater
ials. We understand our role clearly as that
of a partner to our customers.
cfi: Please give us a few details on availability of the material and potential further
developments.
CG: The development of the ARGOLITEC
products and set-up of the business were
done of course on the basis of a high and
decades-long availability of the raw mater
ial. That is reliable in respect of logistics and,
of course, with regard to consistent quality.
That is also a crucial element in the service
package. Supply of the raw material is comprehensively assured, and Gottfried, with its
safeguarding of the future supply rounds off
reliability for the ARGOLITEC products.
The ARGOLITEC product range in the existing form was already widely developed in
respect of price-performance ratio. Special

types, for example, for polymer and foundries, have also been produced. Naturally,
there exists a transparency between the
applications. For example, a product type
developed specifically for engobes/glazes is
now used in further modified form in the
polymers sector.
MS: Several years ago, a cooperative development was initiated with the Karlsruhe
Institute of Technology – KIT/DE to develop
a highly nanoscale product with a fineness near the primary particle size (top
cut <100 nm). Production proved possible,
however, product stability would still have
required further development. There is certainly still potential, but the limits, however,
for NX (especially polymers, coatings) are
currently set by the customers’ processrelated facilities.
An important development goal was initially a realisation of the products without
the addition of chemicals, different from the
nano- and organoclays on montmorillonitic
basis. Naturally, that has an ecological background (not requiring registration as speci-

fied in REACH Article 3, Annex V), but also
the technological background, to selectively
adapt the high surface reactivity of ARGOLITEC for product- and application-specific
surface modification. That works very well
with coating of the surface or selective
application of metal ions. The exceptionally good dispersibility of ARGOLITEC is also
used in blends/composites with difficult-todisperse additives.
cfi: What interest did you get at ceramitec
2022?
CG: With the presentation of ARGOLITEC,
we attracted a lot of attention and held
some encouraging talks. New aspects that
can open up further applications were discussed. We are delighted that, on the back
of the trade fair, numerous samples have
been requested, which will certainly lead to
interesting outcomes and professional talks.
To sum up, ARGOLITEC is an outstanding
product for industrial use and moreover it
has great future potential. At Gottfried, we
are looking forward to very exciting times.
cfi: Thank you for your detailed remarks.KS
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Ceramic SOFCs –
A Key Element in BOSCH’s Hydrogen Offensive

BOSCH

is throwing its weight
behind the push to establish a
hydrogen economy. “On the path
to a climate-neutral future, we
must make it possible for energyintensive industries to shift to renewables. Hydrogen will be a key
element in security of supply”,
explained Rolf Najork, the BOSCH
Management Board Member responsible for industrial technology and the company’s manufacturing technology chief, in the
company’s press announcement
for Hannover Messe 2022.

Robert Bosch GmbH is developing fuel
cells for mobile and stationary applications,
equipping hydrogen refueling stations with
compressors, and producing hydrogen at its
own plants in pilot projects like in Homburg.
In addition, BOSCH plans to enter the electrolyzer component business. With a newly
established project centre, Bosch is making
its hydrogen expertise accessible to other

Fig. 3 BOSCH production for SOFCs
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Fig. 1 Dr Markus Ohnmacht, in charge of
IPCEI hydrogen
(Source: Bosch)

Fig. 2 Alexander Waasem, head of SOFC
manufacturing
(Source: Bosch)

companies. Already since 2020, BOSCH has
been climate-neutral with its more than 400
sites worldwide.
At Hannover Messe 2022, BOSCH pres
ented its hydrogen activities: Polymer
Electrolyte-Fuel Cell Systems (PEMFC) for
mobile applications (investments of around
EUR 1 billion up to 2024), stationary Solid
Oxide Fuel Cell (SOFC) systems (investment:

around EUR 500 million up to 2024) as
well as components for water electrolysis in
hydrogen production (investments: around
EUR 500 million up to 2030).
Robert Bosch GmbH’s Bamberg plant,
known for the production of automotive
components like gasoline and diesel injection systems, sensors, spark plugs and
lambda sensors, is now also the main plant
for pre-series production of solid oxide fuel
cells and stacks – the core component of
SOFC systems. There we were able to find
out more about this highly-efficient fuel cell
system.
Dr Markus Ohnmacht (MO), in charge of
IPCEI hydrogen, and Alexander Waasem
(AW), head of SOFC manufacturing, gave us
insights in the role technical ceramics plays
in the success of the project.
cfi: Please tell us about the function and
performance of the newly developed SOFCs.
MO: The modular SOFC system, which
BOSCH is currently testing at several company sites, is highly efficient and flexible. A
single SOFC unit produces electrical power

(Source: Bosch)
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in the 10 kW class and therefore, in terms
of power output, occupies a market segment that has so far hardly been developed.
It adds up to the power consumption of
around 20 four-person households. Its electric efficiency stands at more than 60 %.
Its overall efficiency is in excess of 85 %,
providing, in addition to the power, the heat
produced by the unit is also utilised.
The fuel cells based on SOFC can be operated with natural gas, biomethane and, in
the future, with pure hydrogen, too, or a
mix of gases. The SOFC technology is generally suitable for utilisation in different applications that rely on a highly efficient and
decentralized power and heat supply. These
include industrial and commercial applications, large buildings and urban residential
estates as well as data centres.
cfi: Were the basic scientific principles,
especially with regard to the ceramic materials, developed inhouse or with external
partners?
MO: Besides fundamental, initial research
work, the project was actually worked on
within the framework of an energy research
programme sponsored by Germany’s Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs (BMWi) in
the period 2014–2018. On the back of the
promising results, a follow-on project (running from 2019–2022) was approved.
At BOSCH, an innovation project on SOFC
was initiated parallel in 2019 and was
awarded the Innovation Award of the German Gas Industry one year later.
BOSCH is working on solid oxide fuel cells
together with Ceres/GB, one of the leading
companies in the development of innovative
cell technologies for solid oxide fuel cells
and stacks. In combination with BOSCH’s
knowledge and technology expertise in the
mass production of ceramic components
and its extensive system know-how, stationary fuel cells can be made marketable
and prepared for wide-ranging applications.
cfi: Your SOFC components consist of cer
amic layers screen-printed onto metal-supported cells. Would you give us a few details
on their structure?
AW: At the core of the metal-supported
ceramic cell is an anode-cathode system
made of ceria-nickel-cermet and lanthanum perovskites with an electrolyte made
of gadolinium-doped ceria (CGO). With this
structure, scalable, low-cost mass production is possible. Processes in pilot produccfi/Ber. DKG 99 (2022) No. 6
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The Solid Oxide Fuel Cell – the heart of the system
The unique cell architecture: cross section view
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Fig. 4 SOFC – Structure of a metal-substrate fuel cell

tion still need to be optimized and further
developed.
cfi: Over the years, production capacities
in Bamberg have to be transformed and,
accompanying this, employees prepared
for this transformation. Is that a particular
challenge for production management at
the plant?
AW: BOSCH is one of the biggest manufacturers of functional ceramics in the EU,
which are used, for example, in lambda sensors. The sensor for the lambda sensor was
developed back in 1969, and BOSCH has
made millions of them since then. Coating
metal with ceramic is a technically sophisticated process. Only few companies have
this manufacturing expertise.
We are now successfully using this process
for the manufacture of metal-substrate fuel
cells, which are stacked to form the heart
of BOSCH’S stationary solid oxide fuel cell.
Certainly, we have to give our employees

Fig. 5 Screen-printing unit

relevant training, but we are happy that we
can draw on their experience in sophisticated ceramic manufacturing at the site.
cfi: What stage has the production of solid
oxide fuel cell reached mid 2022 at the
Bamberg plant? What investments have
been necessary for this so far? In what new
production lines have you invested?
MO: We are already testing around
60 power units in field tests at different
BOSCH sites in Germany and with first
external pilot customers like the Telekom
subsidiary Power and Air Condition Solution
Management GmbH.
In a pilot project in Berlin, BOSCH fuel cell
technology is contributing to energy supply of a site for network technology since
spring 2022.
We are currently using our mass production
expertise to push this technology forward
– from development to series production.
For the industrialization of the solid oxide

(Source: Bosch)
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fuel cell systems, BOSCH is investing around
EUR 500 million in Germany up to 2024.
Many of the production lines are being set
up for the first time for upcoming industrialization. These include lines for paste
production, screen-printing equipment,
sintering equipment and much more. Here,
of course, we are working with external
partners. But for these companies, too, the
prospect of these first production units being steadily expanded is attractive, so that
any development work will also pay off for
them.
cfi: What testing processes are necessary
in production? In the final implementation,
will it be an AI-supported production process? How high is the final capacity?
AW: To assure high quality, the manufacturing and testing processes are digitally
captured and successively optimized, also
with the help of algorithms and AI – for this,
it is essential we have qualified employees
in the production process.
With start of full-scale production, an annual production capacity of 200 MW will be
achieved.
cfi: Is Bamberg the main plant for this technology for the European market? Are there
already plans to position the technology
globally?
MO: Bamberg is the main plant for many
products in the ceramics sector, and for
the production of solid oxide fuel cells, too,
Bamberg will be the main manufacturing
plant. BOSCH sees market opportunities
for its decentralized fuel cell system on the
basis of SOFC all over the world and has
already placed employees for preparation of
the market in key locations like Japan, Korea
and USA.
cfi: Where are fuel cell units assembled?
How important is the Bamberg plant with its
solid oxide fuel cells in the overall project?
AW: The production of the fuel cells and
stacks, the hotbox and the final assembly

will take place at the Bamberg, Homburg
and Wernau facilities, Stuttgart-Feuerbach
and Renningen will be responsible for development work. With this set-up, BOSCH
is positioning itself as a system supplier for
stationary fuel cells with its own value cre
ation chain for cells and stacks.
cfi: What approaches could lead to even
higher efficiency rates?
MO: The overall system boasts, as mentioned earlier, a very high electric efficiency
rate of over 60 %, and even over 85 % with
additional utilisation of heat. By means of
continuous optimization, for instance, with
AI and evaluation of data acquired with a
so-called digital twin, the system can be
further optimized. Also in respect of scaling
from pilot production to mass production,
the different process steps require optimization. We are capturing the key data in-line
in real time and can respond quickly.
cfi: Via which sales channels will the power
units be marketed?
MO: Since we are currently pushing ahead
with the industrialization of our product,
we are therefore still in the process of pre
paring markets for different sales channels.
cfi: What scenario do you see timewise
to get from mixing e.g. 20 % hydrogen to
100 % and then to really avoid CO2 emissions?
MO: With the start of series production, the
SOFC will be “H2 ready”, that is, if hydrogen
is available by then, we shall be to use this
in the SOFC units. If the fuel cell system is
operated exclusively with hydrogen in future, the CO2 emissions drop to zero. This
future technology can, however, already
be implemented today and operated with
natural gas or biomethane. Thanks to the
high efficiency of the SOFC system, even
when operated with natural gas, the CO2
emissions are low and, in Germany, stand
around two thirds lower than with power
derived from coal.

cfi: With its power units, is BOSCH making
a contribution to the energy transition?
MO: Efficiency is one of the keys to shaping the energy transition. The highly efficient SOFC system optimally utilises energy
sources and therefore contributes to the reduction of the operating costs. BOSCH supports a climate-friendly hydrogen policy and
is pushing ahead to establish a hydrogen
economy. In May 2022, BOSCH announced
investment in the development of com
ponents for hydrogen production based on
electrolysis. The company is also passing its
experience and expertise in industrialization
and digitalization of sustainable technol
ogies onto partners and customers. For this,
BOSCH has established a dedicated unit
(Project House) that initiates and develops
green hydrogen projects, bringing different
players together.
With this project, BOSCH not only wants
to offer technology in future to compress
hydrogen and convert it into electric energy with the help of fuel cells, but also get
involved in its production. In these electro
lyzers, a chemical reaction takes place in
which water is transformed with the help
of electricity into hydrogen and oxygen. If
the power used is from renewable energies,
the final product is then “green hydrogen”.
With the stack, BOSCH will supply the core
component in hydrogen electrolysis, combined with power electronics, sensors and
control device to form a smart module.
cfi: The BOSCH hydrogen programme is on
course for growth. What does that mean for
the workforce?
AW: For these ambitious projects, we not
only need our permanent workforce in
Bamberg, but other employees, too. In this
connection, we welcome your readers to
find out more about this at www.bosch.
com/careers and, hopefully, to send their
applications to us.
cfi: Thank you for talking to us.KS
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VISION 2022: Hello Future!!!
Water, Digitalization, Recycling
For 7 and 8 June 2022, Fraunhofer IKTS had issued an invitation to Dresden/DE to celebrate the Institute’s

30th Anniversary. Typical of the Institute’s dynamism is that it devoted the event to the key future issues in
which high-performance ceramics are playing a prominent role, i.e. water, digitalization, recycling.

Fig. 1 Prof. Dr Alexander Michaelis

History
When the IKTS (Fraunhofer Institute of
Ceramic Technologies and Systems) was
established 30 years ago, it was very much
a child of its time: its focus was a continu
ation of the highly competent work on highperformance ceramics and sintered mater
ials and their transfer to industrially useful
materials and components under the aegis
of the Fraunhofer Society.
Over the years, the IKTS has grown enormously. In 2021, a turnover of EUR 83,3 million (previous year: EUR 75,8 million) was
generated, over the last five years its turn
over has been increased by EUR 30 million.
The number of employees grew in 2021 by
30 people to 688. Over the last 30 years,
not only the range of materials and target
industries has been widened, expertise has
been systematically amassed, with the aim
of integrating ceramics materials and components in complex systems that it can then
supply, too.
Today, the IKTS is one of the biggest ceramic
institutes in the world – but the world, too,
cfi/Ber. DKG 99 (2022) No. 6
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has changed. After energy, one key topic for
the forthcoming decades is water, its availability, use and cleaning, also with regard
to the production of hydrogen, will be a
key topic over the next few decades. Global
resources are dwindling – the recycling
economy is the answer. Energy systems and
production chains should not emit any CO2
– the decarbonization of entire industries
calls for completely new technical solutions.
Digitalization brings great opportunities,
not only to improve the quality of products
and processes, but also to combat the skills
shortage. The IKTS is meeting these challenges and, at the event, it presented how
solutions could look and be further developed.

Introduction
In his welcome address, the Institute’s Dir
ector, Prof. Dr Alexander Michaelis, referenced selected examples from the IKTS’
fields of activity (materials, material and
process characterisation, environmental
and process engineering, energy systems,

electronics/microsystem and biomedical
engineering).
For instance, research and development of
high-purity transparent ceramics for op
tical systems, medical technology, ballistic
protection and consumer goods are being
steadily extended. On the basis of PERLUCOR® (takeover of the trial production of
this transparent ceramic from CeramTec/
DE), a device infrastructure is being integrated, as a result of which, the complete
value creation chain for transparent components can be covered to substantially
increase the existing scenarios for the application of transparent ceramics.
The interdisciplinary research group at the
Fraunhofer Society Smart Ocean Technol
ogies SOT located in Rostock/DE, which
forms part of the IKTS Alliance, is a Europe
wide-unique group for the development,
testing and application of subsea technol
ogies.
At the Battery Innovation and Technology
Centre BITC in Arnstadt/DE, on more than
5300 m2, work is underway on solutions
E 13
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Fig. 3 Panel debate moderated by Dr Michael Stelter (2nd f.l.t.r.)

for the networked, digitally supported production of energy storage units. On nearindustrial pilot lines, the researchers are
testing data-driven approaches for process
monitoring, control and quality assurance. In
the manufacturing of battery cells and battery modules, scaling, that is the production
of millions of components with uniform high
quality presents a huge challenge. At the
BITC, therefore, on near-industrial-scale p ilot
lines, technology chains are being simulated
and new, data-driven approaches for process
monitoring and control established.
The Fraunhofer THM is a research and transfer platform of the Fraunhofer Institute for
Integrated Systems and Device Technology
(IISB) and IKTS. Semi-conductor and energy
materials are collectively transferred to new
applications, while future material-to-ma
terial recycling is considered and developed
at the same time.
On account of the intrinsic safety of the
NaNiCl2 battery type and locally available,

non-strategic basic materials, development
at Fraunhofer IKTS has been concentrated
for five years now on the re-engineering of
this battery (developed in the 1980s as the
ZEBRA battery for mobile applications) –
with specific focus on the production, layout
and size. Other exciting developments were
detailed in the papers.

Papers
Prof. Martin Gräbner (Freiberg University of
Resources/DE) spoke on Chemical Recyc
ling – on the Road to the Sustainable
Circular Carbon Economy and gave an
insight into work in plastics. Carbon-containing raw materials are fundamentally
important resources for German industry
and therefore for its prosperity. Owing to
the coupling of the energy sector, chemicals
industry, plant engineering and waste management, the transition to a carbon recycling
economy sustainable facilitates utilisation of
these carbon-containing raw materials.

Fig. 4 Dr Katrin Schwarz (Fraunhofer IKTS, r.) and
Dr Udo Gerlach (former Deputy Director at IKTS)
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At the initiative of the Institute of Energy
Process Engineering and Chemical Engin
eering at Freiberg University of Resources,
stakeholders from industry and science
are working together on innovative and
marketable solutions for the circular carbon
economy. Besides mechanical processes,
chemical processes are of the greatest importance: dissolution, depolymerization,
pyrolysis and gasification.
The Procter & Gamble Sustainability
Journey was explained by Nicola LaMotta
(Technical Director of the Water Technology
Platform at Procter & Gamble/US). For five
billion end-consumers in 180 countries, the
company makes products for day-to-day
use and generates annual sales totalling
EUR 76 billion. For R&D projects (over 50 %
with external partners) EUR 1,9 billion are
invested annually.
Water is a central aspect as 5 billion litres
water per year are needed in the process.
Since 2010, water efficiency has already
been improved by 35 %. The processes
used make up a modular system which can
be used for optimum adaption to local conditions.
In a panel discussion subsequently initiated
by Prof. Dr Michael Stelter (Deputy Direct
or of the Institute), it became clear how
different, with regard to complexity, the
approaches of a truly globally oper
ating
company like Procter & Gamble must be
compared to that of SMEs.
On the second day, the Water Session
was moderated by Dr Burkhardt Fassauer
(Fraunhofer IKTS).
Gunda Röstel (MD at Stadtentwässerung Dresden GmbH/DE, Dresden’s municipal sewerage company) made it clear:

Fig. 5 Dr Burkhardt Fassauer (Fraunhofer IKTS, l.) and
Karin Scharrer (cfi)
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Fig. 6 Networking in the coffee break

Water(management) is always a cycle!
Micropollutants are a problem in the circular economy. Water has to be the basis for
the nutrition of around eight billion people
worldwide and is also the basis for H2 production. Problems are caused by extreme
weather events and contamination in general.
For sustainability in water management, the
European Green Deal from 2015 provides
some orientation. Measures for wastewater
treatment must be adapted to regional conditions. The development of a spatially and
temporally resolved material stream model
as well as of monitoring campaigns (100 %
cleaning not yet possible today) are key
elements.
Water circulation with sun as the motor
does work, but it is necessary use water
resources sustainably. Renewable energies
based on digester gas production are an
interesting approach.

Phosphorus recovery from sewage sludge
mono-incineration is being set up in Bitterfeld-Wolfen/DE. Wet-chemical processes
enable the recovery of phosphorous from
slag. Micropollutants from medicine, households, chemicals, agriculture (150 critical
substances are toxic or bio-accumulative
and agile).
Attempts are also made to widen pharmaceutical knowledge on the environmental
impact of medicines at medical professionals (saving potential for medicines totals
20 %). But on account of the demographic
change, the demand for these medicines is
also rising. Climate neutrality and circular
economy are challenges, which must be
pushed ahead by scientific innovations.
for
Dr Matthias Staub, authorised signatory
at Veolia Wasser Deutschland GmbH/DE
(operator of a 10 000-km drinking water
network, provider for 1 million people,
sewage sludge disposal company) called

his paper Thinking Ahead for Water –
Energy. Nutrients, Data and supported
many statements made by the previous
speaker (adaption to climate change, CO2
footprint, trace substances, phosphorus recovery, skills shortage).
Wastewater consists of 99 % water and
contains nutrients, pollutants, energy, and
data. Sewage plants are very high energy
consumers (emissions of CO2 and N2O),
the energy input for wastewater is almost
twice as high as for the production of drinking water. But the potential can be utilised:
wastewater heat utilisation, biogas production, nutrient recycling (phosphorous +
integrated
nitrogen) for agriculture.
sintering furnace
Moreover, wastewater contains anonymized
high volume production
data on the qualitative health condition of
people and is therefore an early warning
system or an all-clear system when it comes
to the distribution of viruses/drugs. For this
reason, water management is in dialogue
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with health authorities. The vision is that
wastewater will at some time in the future
be in the hierarchy with electricity and data
highways.
Kristian Dietrich (MD at the Municipal Sewage Plant at Wolfen-Bitterfeld/DE) reported
on Concepts for Reusing Cleaned Industrial Wastewater and the Raw
Materials it Contained at the Chem
icals Centre of Bitterfeld-Wolfen.
Wastewater with varied composition from
different production sites are cleaned.
Waste
water treatment also stands for a
biorefinery (waste heat, carbon potential
for agriculture, biopolymers) with which
nutrients (P, N) can be recovered. In add
ition, sand and ash can be used after processing, e.g. for construction. There remains
the chance for the recovery of sulphur and
basic chemicals.
Wastewater as a data provider for monitoring the health of the population was also
mentioned again. For the difficult transformation of disposal contractor to harvester
of chemicals (industrial environment), the
speaker wished for a systemic approach
coordinated from the “top” to concentrate
resources and accelerate innovations.
Micropollutants in Water – a Solution
Strategy for the Future were addressed
by Dr Patrick Bräutigam (Fraunhofer IKTS).
Over 400 000 individual substances (for
plastics, metals, medicinal products, hygiene, textiles, nutrition, paper) are necessary to maintain and improve our standard
of living, cost efficiency while reducing any
impact on the environment at the same
time.
The strategy is to push ahead with the reduction of micropollutants as far as pos
sible or to substitute them with more en
vironmentally friendly chemicals as they can
only be removed from wastewater (ozoning,
charcoal adsorption) to a limited extent.
The “advanced oxidation process” is currently still too expensive on account of the
associated energy costs. New forecasting
methods are needed to manage processability for new materials or to apply these
results in chemical development. Necessary
are sensors to measure pollutant concentration decentralised in real time at reasonable
cost. Then it will be possible to avoid pollutant peaks.
Strategies for Reusing Water at Sachsenmilch were described by Dr Christiane
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Münch, Head of the Environmental Engin
eer
ing Unit at Sachsenmilch Leppersdorf
GmbH (Müller Group). 5 million l milk, 1 million l whey result in 14 million l wastewater
per day. These quantities provide motivation
for recycling, especially for the operation of
those processes that have no contact with
the product without any fresh water.
Dr Christian Wunderlich (Fraunhofer IKTS)
took on the moderation for the session on
digitalization. The Connection of Data
Repositories – Platform MaterialDigital was presented by Prof. Birgit Skrotzki
(BAM/DE).
The MaterialDigital cooperative project
wants to develop a digital infrastructure
for research data for the entire community
in industry and science, to systemize and
standardise the use with material data. MaterialDigital is funded by Germany’s Federal
Ministry of Education and Research. Besides
the BAM, the Fraunhofer Institute for Mechanics of Materials IWM, the Helmholtz
Association (represented by Karlsruhe Institute of Technology KIT/DE), Leibniz-Institute
for Material-Oriented Technologies IWT/DE
and the Max Planck Institute for Iron Research/DE are involved in this project. With
the available material information, there is
the option to reduce development costs,
connected with a better material utilisation or also higher usability of components.
The digital material is shown in the lifecycle
and in the entire process chain. The development of common standards for data
structuring as well as prototype solutions
are necessary. Every partner can decide for
themselves what data is shared with whom.
Artificial Intelligence in Material
Diagnostics was presented by Dr Constanze Tschöpe (Fraunhofer IKTS). Artificial
neural networks, deep neural networks,
folding networks, decision trees (comments
with explanation possible), follow-on models, support vector machines are the “tools”
for the use for quality control, residual lifetime analysis, crack and impact detection,
early fault detection as well as the detection
of defects.
Prof. Sabine Christiansen (Fraunhofer IKTS)
reported on Scale-Independent Micro
scopy and Spectroscopy for Optimiza
tion of Materials and Structural Elem
ents. Fraunhofer IKTS in Forchheim offers
the combination of microscopy to spectros
copy, the correlation of the data from

various analysis techniques from m
 acro to
nano. The new analysis infrastructure with
upstream preparation is used for many
applications (biomedicine, energy, water,
electronics and microsystem). It is also reference laboratory for Leica and Zeiss to give
feedback to equipment technology. In add
ition, a HORIBA nano-Raman spectrometer
is available.
Dr Mareike Partsch (Fraunhofer IKTS) spoke
on the Utilisation of Digital Methods in Battery Development (Li-IonBatteries). For the success of the energy
transition, high-performance batteries are
an important element. How can these be
produced is an environmentally friendly
and sustainable process in future? How can
digital processes support this? And how can
old batteries be recycled efficiently and fed
to a circular economy? These issues have
been bundled by the Fraunhofer IKTS since
2021 at the Institute’s new site in Freiberg.
Besides recycling, it is also about prospects
for downstream material systems and corresponding product solutions.
The session on decarbonization was moderated by Prof. Michael Stelter (Fraunhofer
IKTS).
Aniko Walther (Fraunhofer IKTS) reported
on The Ceramics Industry’s Contributions to Decarbonization. Of 10 TWh
consumed annually, in the ceramics industry
only 14 % is generated from electricity, the
rest from gas. In an overview on CO2 reduction measures as a stimulus for industry,
various approaches were shown: primary
energy (14), material/product optimization
(individual), waste heat utilisation (8), substitution of fossil fuels (8).
In the determination of CO2 avoidance
costs, cost efficiency is dependent on the
price of fossil fuels. Biomethane is expensive, can, however, become more attractive
on account of rising CO2 costs.
Dr Christoph Piribauer (FGK – Forschungs
institut für Anorganische Werkstoffe – Glas/
Keramik/Institute for the Research of Inorganic Materials Glass and Ceramics/DE)
presented the Hydrogen Scene – Col
lective Activities of Industry and Science for CO2-Neutral Kiln Operation.
Back in February 2022, the DKG had issued
an invitation to discuss a new activity “The
H2 Scene”, which is to be designed as an
open platform within the DKG and can be
later closed if required.
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PM Tooling
System
The organisation’s tasks are seen in professional tasks (e.g. organization of further training events), service, (e.g. networking between research and industry) and lobbying (representation of the
industry’s interests in dealings with policy makers. The initiative is
led by Dr Christoph Piribauer – as a Graduate Mineralogist, he is in
charge of the Department of Silicate Ceramics and Raw Materials
in the FGK/DE; Prof. Dr Michael Stelter – as Deputy Director of the
Fraunhofer IKTS, he has been working in H2 research for almost 30
years (e.g. fuel cells, energy technology, automotive industry) and
Prof. Dr Olivier Guillon – at FZ Jülich/DE, he heads the Institute of
Energy and Climate Research and works as a professor at RWTH
University of Aachen/DE. In the meantime, a survey has been
conducted and evaluated. Generally speaking, wider professional
activity in the sense of a Decarbonization Scene is suggested. Besides sharing experience, collaborative development work, common positioning in dealing with energy enterprises, avoidance of
emissions, there are plans to support lobbying, initiate workshops
and jointly coordinated real laboratories and to integrate the plant
engineering and refractories industries.
Dr Christoph Piribauer reported on a study by the brick and roofing
tile industry on the reduction of primary energy, poreformers and
process emissions from clay (CO2). From 2028, the end of organic
pore-forming is planned. Hydrogen is to be used from 2038 (decentralized supply of H2), in the meantime, the electrification of
new plants is being accelerated.
With RECOSiC: Technology for Sustainable Silicon Carbide
Raw Materials, Matthias Hausmann (ESK-SIC GmbH/DE) presented a recycling process developed in collaboration with the
IKTS. For the production of 1 t SiC in the Acheson process, around
7,15 MWh electrical energy are needed. At the same time, around
4,2 t CO2 is emitted. 2,4 t of these CO2-emissions are reactiondependent, the remaining 1,8 t CO2 is formed during the generation of the energy necessary for the production of 1 t SiC. This CO2
balance published by ESK-SiC is very conservative, as the energyrelated emissions reflect the European power mix.
In other regions of the world (e.g. China, USA, Russia), the
emissions formed during energy generation are much higher. At
RECOSIC, diverse by-products and waste materials that are produced during the Acheson synthesis, powder preparation and subsequent processing are used to produce SiC powders with a purity
of >98 % SiC. After their material transformation to technically
high-grade SiC, the products of this recycling process undergo
established powder processing. After the recycling process, all
material data are identical or improved compared with products
available on the market. Only the CO2 footprint for production of
the material is significantly improved. For the material-to-material
recycling of 1 t SiC, less than 1 t CO2 is emitted. In addition, the
raw materials balance is much better as it is possible almost completely eliminate the use of primary materials.
The event not only provided the best opportunity for longyearned-for networking, but was also very inspiring. Perhaps the
Fraunhofer-Institute for Ceramic Technologies and Systems (formerly Fraunhofer-Institut for Ceramic Technologies and Sintered
Materials) will develop further to the Fraunhofer-Institute for the
Circular Economy. All the best for another successful 30 years!
KS
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ceramitec Forum 2022 by Göller Verlag
In 2009, ceramitec launched the ceramitec Forum,

which has since developed into a high-calibre feature of trade fair’s framework programme. From the
beginning, Göller Verlag/DE has been actively involved in this Forum with its publications cfi – cer
amic forum international and, later, CERAMIC APPLICATIONS. At ceramitec 2022, on 21.06.2022 and
on 23.06.2022, Göller Verlag presented various sessions and two panel debates with technical experts
in Hall C1, continuing on from the comprehensive
programme provided for the ceramitec conference
back in September 2021.
Fig. 1 Karin Scharrer, Editor-in-Chief Göller Verlag

Tuesday 21.06.2022
Two technical sessions Powders/Mixes
to Enhance Performance of Ceramic
Components and Innovations in Process Technology to Improve Material
and Energy Efficiency were presented as
well as a panel debate with the focus on
Additive Manufacturing moderated by Karin Scharrer, Editor-in-Chief CERAMIC APPLICATIONS/DE, and headlined: Additive
Manufacturing (AM) Towards Series
Production – the Path to Industrial
Performance.

overall purity level of alumina on its properties was discussed and the speaker showed
how certain impurities or dopants impact
specific properties more severely than other
impurities or dopants.
Michaela Schopp, Henze Boron Nitride Products/DE, presented the topic Boron Nitride
– the Ceramic Booster for Thermal
Conductivity. Thermal conductivity, low
density and hardness, electrical insulation,
easy processing, physiological harmlessness,
temperature resistance and chemical inertness – BN is predestined as a filler in plastics

thanks to its wide range of properties, the
combination of which is unique.
Maxence Bourjol, 3DCERAM-SINTO/FR,
introduced an Innovative ZirconiaBased Material Shaped by Means of
SLA 3D Printing. While ceramic materials
are brittle and subject to catastrophic failure that is difficult to predict, ceria-stabil
ised zirconia-based composites can provide
new ceramic materials with a plastic deformation domain before rupture, excellent resistance to processing flaws and a Weibull
modulus approaching that of steel.

News from Powder and Paste
Suppliers
Kohei Hosoi, Tosoh Cor./JP, reported on
Ultra-High Fracture Toughness of Yttria-Stabilised Zirconia. Tosoh has developed the new zirconia powder Zgaia 1,5YHT that can be sintered with 1,5 mol‑%
Y2O3 thanks to Tosoh’s unique production
technology. Zgaia toughness 10 MPa√m1/2
obtained with the SEPB method is almost
double that of conventional 3Y zirconia,
without compromising on high mechanical
strength (1200 MPa).
Tobias Früh, Almatis/DE, announced that
Almatis is Expanding its Calcined Aluminas into a Higher Purity Range, as
there is need for speciality alumina with
enhanced purity for emerging and developing technical applications. The impact of the
E 18
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Innovations in Process Technology
to Improve Material and Energy Efficiency
Dr Narayana K. Karthik, CREMER Thermoprozessanlagen/DE, discussed the question
Minimising Carbon Footprint in Cer
amic Kilns: Is Hydrogen Fuel a Feas
ible Alternative? The energy-intensive firing kilns in each of the ceramic sub-sectors
are inextricably bound to a high level of
carbon emissions, as they primarily use nat
ural gas to meet their energy requirements.
In the talk, light was shed on the carbon
footprint of the ceramics industry, focusing
mainly on the situation in Germany. The
direct and indirect sources of carbon emissions concerning kilns and their reduction
measures were outlined.
Finally, the role of hydrogen in minimising
the carbon footprint of ceramic kilns was
delineated, by showing both the suitability
and challenges associated with substituting natural gas with hydrogen in current
ceramic kilns.
Dr Lars Schnetter, Schunk Ingenieurkeramik/
DE, presented IntrinSiC®: Advancing
Efficiency with 3D-Printed Technical
Ceramics. 3D printing of RBSiC (IntrinSiC®)
offers efficient production of the next generation in many applications. Dimensions up
to 1,8 m × 1,0 m × 0,7 m in one piece are
possible with a wall thickness of minimum
3–5 mm to maximum 40 mm.
An innovative 3-dimensional recuperator
design enhances the performance of burner
systems. New kiln designs are possible with
the implementation of 3D-printed designs
of kiln structures. Also 3D-printed boron
carbide offers near-net-shape solutions for
the protection of helicopters. In general,
FEM-optimized, bionically designed components for machines can save costs and
weight by increasing the machines’ stability.
RECOSIC: Recycled High-Quality SiC
to Reduce Carbon Footprint was pres
ented by Matthias Hausmann, ESK-SiC/DE,
and Dr Jörg Adler, Fraunhofer IKTS/DE. The
production of RECOSIC, the first worldwide
available sustainable SiC-material as it is
produced by recycling, utilises all waste and
by-pass products of the established powder
preparation used in the SiC manufacture.
All waste materials from the Acheson process and those from the production of components in the ceramic industry are used,
too. In a final step, the recycling products
cfi/Ber. DKG 99 (2022) No. 6

Fig. 3 Experts at the panel discussion Additive Manufacturing Towards Series Production – the Path to Industrial Performance: Dr Christophe Chaput, Iris Heibel, Dr Johannes
Benedikt, Dr Lars Schnetter, Dr Holger Wampers and moderator Karin Scharrer (f.l.t.r.)

are treated to get a high-grade SiC with
a purity >98 %. For synthesis of 1 t SiC
by means of recycling, less than 1 t CO2 is
emitted (compared to the Acheson process:
approx 4,2 t CO2). Primary SiC is not usually
needed and circular production is possible.
Multi-Material Jetting – Complex Requirements and the Manufacturing
of Multi-Functional Components was
explained by Steven Weingarten, Fraunhofer IKTS/DE. Multi-Material Jetting (MMJ)
technology has been developed specifically
for the manufacturing of ceramic-based
functionally graded and multi-material
components. The presentation provided an
overview of the current state of technology
development, the materials processed so
far and the requirements for co-processing,
using the example of silicon nitride molybdenum di-silicide.
The sessions were closed with a panel
discussion on AM moderated by Karin
Scharrer, Editor-in-Chief CERAMIC APPLICATIONS/DE. The experts Dr Lars Schnetter, MD Schunk Ingenieurkeramik/DE; Dr
Holger Wampers, MD Alumina Systems/DE;
Iris Heibel, Sales and Marketing Manager
at BOSCH Advanced Ceramics; Dr Christophe Chaput, MD 3DCERAM Sinto/FR,
and Dr Johannes Benedikt, MD Lithoz/AT,
discussed the topic AM Towards Series
Production – the Path to Industrial
Performance. Karin Scharrer said that all
five partners are protagonists and represent
key innovators for AM in ceramics. This tech-

nology is more complex than other shaping
technologies. Depending on the type of material, grain size of the powders, geometry
and size, various precision AM technologies
are now established in ceramics. Systems
are still under development, including new
approaches for graded and multi-material
parts.
With regard to industrial use, an investment
of EUR 58 million by the Schunk Group is
creating entirely new capacity for Schunk
Ingenieurkeramik to manufacture products
for the chip industry, enabling the company
to gain leadership in AM for ceramics. The
production building (around 3500 m2) will
be fully geared to the needs of 3D printing
of Technical Ceramics. The fully air-conditioned hall will later house machines for
high-precision hard machining of technical ceramics and high-precision measuring
technology.
Both technology suppliers involved (Lithoz
and 3DCERAM SintO) are widening their
portfolio with the implementation of new
AM systems. Very positive is that big parts
or alternatively many small parts can be
produced on the building platforms to improve production speed. Great progress
has made to achieve densities comparable
with those obtained with CIM technology.
AM as digital technology offers new concepts, e.g. production farms with an international network of product designers and
manufacturers who can operate in different
countries. With AM, ceramic production beE 19
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Fig. 4 Kouhei Hosoi

Fig.
ig. 5 Michaela Schopp

comes smart: smart (functional) parts, smart
production (digitalization of process flow).

Thursday 23.06.2022
Three technical sessions – Ceramic Com
pon
ents for Analytics: Innovative Use in
Agriculture, Electronics and Medical; Ceramic Components for Power Supply: Ceramics
Supports the Non-Fossil Approach and Cer
amic Components for Mobility: Ceramics
Moves People – were moderated by Karin
Scharrer. The sessions also closed with a
panel debate on Ceramic Injection Moulding
(CIM) organised by the Expert Group CIM.

Ceramic Components for
Analytics: Innovative Use in
Agriculture, Electronics and
Medical Applications
Porous Ceramics and Agriculture: A
Natural Alliance for a New Generation
of Smart Sensors was presented by Fernando Sarría, Fernando Sarria Agrotechnologies, s.l./ES, and Ulrich Werr, Rauschert
Heinersdorf-Pressig GmbH//DE. Probes
were developed with a focus on precision
agriculture and unique technical perform
ance. For the measurement of soil water
parameters, the new HYDROBALL is able
to detect the water potential of soil and its
texture. For this purpose, a unique ceramic
material has been designed in collaboration
with Rauschert. The key technological features are the pre-defined pore population
(which gives a dynamic range and sensitivity in the working range of the plant roots)
and a hydraulic conductivity that allows
high water flow.
Silicon Nitride and Silicon Carbide
Special Qualities – Recent Developments and Potential for Analytics and
Electronics were explained by Dr Ulrich
E 20

Fig. 6 Fernando Sarria (l.) and Ulrich Werr

Degenhardt, QSIL Ingenieurkeramik/DE. A
brief insight was given into the possibility
to tailor gas-pressure-sintered or HIP-dens
ified silicon nitride as well as silicon carbide
materials. One approach can be the tailoring of silicon nitride towards lower as well
as higher Coefficients of Thermal Expansion (CTE) to solve problems with thermal
expansion mismatch. This can be a crucial
factor in the semiconductor industry, which
is focusing on an ongoing demand for mini
aturisation and related challenges.
Another promising approach is tailoring of
silicon carbide with the addition of secondary phases or dopants, to adjust its elect
rical conductivity in a broad range – from
elec
tric
al isolation towards high conductivity. This can enable the manufacturing
of complex-shaped electro-resistive heaters and electric components, as well as
bearings that are able to discharge static
charges.
But for applications with high operating
temperatures and thermal cycling, too, the
thermal expansion of the ceramic as well as
mismatch effects between different mater
ials and/or components must be considered
in depth. These effects can have a major impact on performance and reliability.
Dr Joachim Vogt, Fraunhofer HTL/DE, presented Ceramic Components for Analytics Based on 3D Printing. 3D printing of ceramics enables the production of
customised components for a variety of
applications, e.g. in medical technology,
microelectronics, the chemical industry or
aerospace. Likewise, it has huge potential
for customised components in analytics
– freedom of design and economical production even in a lot size of one allow for
unique or specialised experimental setups.
This talk showed use cases of 3D-printed

ceramic sensors for heat processing and
was intended to give food for thought or
inspiration with regard to harnessing the
potential of ceramic 3D printing.
The session was closed by Dr Lars Rebenklau, Fraunhofer IKTS/DE, and the presentation of a High-Dynamic Thermal Cycler
for Technical and Medical Applications. In order to realise the implementation of multi-material concepts faster and to
make this potential usable for companies,
Fraunhofer IKTS is already realising innovative multi-material components based on
targeted material selection and combin
ation of various established as well as innovative shaping technologies.

Ceramic Components for Power
Supply: Ceramic Supports the
Non-Fossil Approach
Wear- and Corrosion-Resistant HighTemperature Coatings Applied via
Wet-Chemical Coating Technology
was presented by Joachim Vogt, Fraunhofer
HTL/DE. Coating technology is a resourceefficient way to adjust surface-related
properties like corrosion or wear resistance
of components exposed to harsh conditions. Wet-chemical coating technology is
a simple and economical, yet effective way
to apply protective coatings to components,
as chemical composition and densification
can be controlled, e.g. via starting material
composition and thermal treatment. This
talk outlined the potential of wet-chemical
coating technology for the development of
customised ceramic high-temperature or
environmental barrier coatings.
3D-Printed Cores Dedicated to Single
Crystal Casting were presented by Maxence Bourjol, 3D CERAM Sinto/FR. Cer
amic cores are essential in the production
cfi/Ber. DKG 99 (2022) No. 6
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of turbine blades and nozzle guide vanes
(aircraft or gas). The blades attached to a
shaft recover the combustion energy of the
fuel and air mixture from the compressor
and the injectors in the turbine combustion
chamber. AM brings a new dimension to
the industrial process of precision foundry
cores, by adding flexibility to the overall
principle. It is now possible to quickly create
cores with complex mono-bloc shapes, and
to by-pass the assembly stage, which is a
source of rejects.
Furthermore, AM enables the preservation
of all the ceramic properties that meet
the innovation needs of current precision
casting. It is from this point of view that
3D printing serves the priorities of engine
manufacturers, the first of which is to reduce the size of engines, their consumption
and to improve efficiency. This approach
produces very high thermal stresses on the
turbine blades. Very complex designs are
then necessary to reduce the temperature
with the circulation of the cooling gases.

Fig. 7 Experts at the panel discussion CIM Towards New Dimensions: Dr Axel Müller-Köhn,
Dr Karin Hajek, Jens Graf, Marko Mätzig, and moderator Dr Moritz von Witzleben (f.l.t.r.)

Industrial Applications Enabled by AM
were showcased by Dr Malte Hartmann,
BOSCH Advanced Ceramics. One of the
examples was a microreactor for high-tem
perature applications which is only possible
in this design with AM.
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Joachim Schilmm, Fraunhofer IKTS/DE,
reported on Active-Metal-Brazed Cu–
Si3N4 Composites for Power Electronics. Structured metal-ceramic substrates are
used as circuit boards for power electronic
components. Existing solutions as direct-

REPORTS
bonded Cu–Al2O3 (DBC) or Active-MetalBrazed (AMB) Cu-AlN substrates cannot
meet the future requirements of electro
mobility, especially with regard to SiCbased semiconductor chips. One solution is
Si3N4 ceramic substrates with their superior
mechanical properties. The development
of new Cu–Si3N4-ceramic substrates by
means of AMB technology can significantly
improve the stability of power electronic
components.

Ceramic Components for
Mobility: Ceramics Moves People
How Additional Benefit of Silicon Nitride/Silicon Carbide Ceramics for
Renewable Energy and Mobility Applications can be achieved was explained
by Andreas Goller, QSIL Ingenieurkeramik.
Ceramic components are adapted to fit

into stationary gas turbines to allow higher
operating temperatures and to extend cap
ability and capacity for peripheral power
supply. Besides the demand for high-temperature-stable and creep-resistant siliconnitride-based ceramics, tailored environmental barrier coatings must be developed
that are able to protect the ceramic components against combustion products and
hydrothermal corrosion.
For mobility solutions, similar silicon-nitridebased materials and design concepts can
be used to build up a range of extenders
operating at lower temperatures, which
can increase the range of electric vehicles
by producing additional electricity from
hydrogen or natural gas. Additionally, many
of these applications can only work efficiently if small ceramic components support
– in many cases without being noticeable
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from the outside – the process. These components can be, for example, small sliding
shoes in water pumps, rotor and stator
components in hydrogen compressors, as
well as ceramic components in air or ball
bearings, which reduce wear and friction
losses.
Breakthrough Innovations in the
World of Ultra-Fine Grinding Applied
to Batteries Materials were presented by
Zoé Buniazet, Saint-Gobain/FR. Some new
media for milling down to 100 nm: ultrafine ceramic beads measuring 30–100 μm
in size were presented. The efficiency of
yttria-stabilised beads, as well as tungsten
carbide beads, on a few model systems has
been evaluated. Using such ultra-fine beads
can dramatically improve milling efficiency,
and using tungsten carbide beads can enhance this efficiency even further thanks
to the higher density (15 g/cm3). Two types
of media, both manufactured by Saint-
Gobain, that is yttria-stabilised zirconia
beads (Zirmil Y) and tungsten carbide beads
(Ultimil) were evaluated.
Furthermore Peter Vierhaus, Fraunhofer
HTL, gave An Overview of Possible
CMC Applications in Gas Turbines
for Aviation and Dr Michael Zins, Fraunhofer IKTS, on Functionalised Transparent Ceramics – Tough and Intelligent
Solutions. By integrating the transparent
ceramics division of CeramTec-ETEC GmbH/
DE (PERLUCOR®), the Fraunhofer IKTS will
significantly widen its existing competence
in the development of transparent ceramics. The new technical infrastructure enables
the establishment of a research and development centre for transparent ceramics at
the IKTS. With the financial support of the
Free State of Thuringia, a complete ceramic
technology chain consisting of equipment
for conditioning high-purity powders, shaping, heat treatment, laser processing and
ultra-precision finishing will be installed in
Hermsdorf, providing a link between laboratory scale and industrial production.
With a panel on Ceramic Injection Moulding
moderated by Dr Moritz von Witzleben, IN
MATEC/DE, for the Expert Group CIM headlined CIM Towards New Dimensions
the sessions were closed. Experts involved
were: Dr Karin Hajek, INMATEC; Dr Axel
Müller-Köhn, Fraunhofer IKTS; Jens Graf,
Kläger Spritzguss/DE, and Marko Mätzig,
Arburg/DE.
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4th Freiberg Refractories Symposium:
Development of Refractory Materials –
Sustainable Use of Necessary/Available Resources
The invitation extended by the Austrian-based company RATH and the German cooperation partners

German Ceramic Society (DKG), Freiberg University of Resources, German Association of Refractory and
Chimney Engineering (DGFS) to Freiberg was taken up by 150 attendees. The latest findings and practical
experience concerning the development of refractory materials were presented at Tivoli from 25–27 April
2022 by numerous renowned speakers (Fig. 1) from industry, research and development. In addition, the
important and topical issue – the sustainable use of necessary and available resources – was discussed.
In this context, the use of hydrogen, the role of new sources of energy and the associated challenges for
refractory linings were comprehensively examined.

Fig. 1 Markus Horn, Chairman of the DGFS (Deutsche Gesellschaft Feuerfest- und Schornsteinbau e. V.); Tim Leber, RWTH Aachen Institute; Dr Dominik Schröder, LOI Thermprocess; Dr Robert Eder, IBT InfraBioTech GmbH; Dr Peter Wendt, LOI Thermprocess;
Dr Thomas Schemmel, Refratechnik Steel GmbH; Miriam Schnalzger, RHI Magnesita; Dr Uwe Lohse, Xerion Berlin Laboratories GmbH;
Andreas Daborer, RATH Business Services GmbH; Dipl. Ing. Thomas Alten, Keramische Ofenbau GmbH; Dr Jens Petzold, KI Keramik
Institut GmbH; and Prof. Dr Alexander Michaelis, Fraunhofer Institute of Ceramic Technologies and Systems (f.l.t.r.)

Introduction
In his welcome speech, Alexander Jüttner
(Fig. 2), Managing Director Ceramics & Special Furnaces, RATH Group, stressed: “For
the sustainable use of resources, a change
in energy source will play a key role. And
that not only in the ceramics industry, but
cfi/Ber. DKG 99 (2022) No. 6

generally with regard to the use of refrac
tory materials. As developers and producers of such materials are facing special
challenges, an in-person event is especially
valuable. An objective of the symposium,
which enables intensive exchange in the

refractories sector, is to give thought-provoking impulses and, in the best case, yield
first concrete ideas of how we together can
make the refractories industry future-proof
and sustainable.” The experts (Fig. 3) from
industrial furnace and plant engineering
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mittee meeting in advance of the paper
presentations.

Papers

Fig. 2 Alexander Jüttner, Managing
Director Ceramics & Special Furnaces,
RATH Group

and application technology, installation
companies, representatives from research
and development and refractories manufacturers appreciated the excellent conference
programme: use of hydrogen in ceramics,
decarbonization and new energy sources
and topics from industrial furnace engin
eer
ing, refractories installation and the
development and further development of
refractory materials. Everything was framed
by a charming musical programme during
the welcome evening and conference dinner – accompanied by “Reichsgräfin Kosel”
and the Blue Alley band, which made for a
convivial atmosphere for the attendees to
chat with each other (Fig. 4). The eve of
the symposium at Brauhof Freiberg, a longestablished traditional brewery, was held
under the slogan “Swinging out Corona”
by Trio Stiletto. In addition, in his address
headed The Copper Mine of German
eMobility Prof. Dr. Georg Unland, Saxony’s
former Minister of State for Finances, explained the importance of this metal for the
success of the energy transition.
Under the direction of Dr Volker Uhlig, the
DKG Committee Thermal Processes also
used the synergy of the event for a comE 24

Prof. Dr Alexander Michaelis (Fraunhofer
Institute of Ceramic Technologies and Systems, Dresden) spoke on Hydrogen for
and with Ceramics. The production of
ceramics requires the use of energy-intensive high-temperature processes. To reduce
the associated CO2 emissions, new economic and ecological technologies such as
hydrogen-, electricity- or “oxyfuel”-based
processes must be developed.
Because of their outstanding property
profile, high-performance ceramics are especially important in the development of
systems for hydrogen management. For
example, ceramic materials are suitable for
use in harsh environmental conditions such
as corrosive environments and high tem
peratures, which occur during the electrolytic production of green hydrogen.
Moreover, the functional ceramic properties,
like, for example, the electronic and ionic
conductivity of ceramics, play a prom
in
ent role in the development of innovative
electrolysis processes like SOE (Solid O
 xide
Electrolysis). If waste heat can be util
ised in the integrated process, SOE shows
a 30-%-higher efficiency for electricity
to H2 conversion than all rival processes.
Moreover, SOE can also be used in the
Co-Electrolysis mode for the production of
syngas. With this, CO2 is actively removed
from the atmosphere. SOE can be combined
directly with processes like Fischer-Tropsch
synthesis to produce high-grade chem

ical products from the syngas. Besides the
production of green hydrogen by means of
electrolysis from water, turquoise hydrogen
(pyrolysis from gas) or, e.g. in France, pink
hydrogen (electrolysis from nuclear power)
will be important in the energy mix of the
future.
The speaker also pointed out “Water is the
new energy”. Accordingly, water treatment
has a new significance for the preservation
of water as a resource.
Dr Dominik Schröder (LOI Thermprocess)
spoke on Aluminium Smelting Furnaces for Environmentally Friendly
Recycling. With the increasing consumption of aluminium, the volume that has to
be recycled is growing, too. With the third
generation of aluminium-smelting furnaces,
recycling can be performed with further reduced energy input. Here, the energy content of the adhesions are used 100 % for
heating the melt. The economic efficiency
of a furnace does not only depend on the
smelting rate and the energy consumption
but also significantly on the service lifetime
especially of the refractory lining.
Worldwide, it is important to reduce CO2
emissions in industry, the use of highly efficient inorganic thermally insulating mater
ials made from sustainable raw materials
is an important contribution to this. Dr
Gernot Mevec (Dr. Gernot Mevec Consulting) and Andreas Daborer (RATH Business
Services GmbH) presented the potential of
vacuum-moulded components on the basis
of biogenic silicic acid. While this natural,
renewable raw material has been used for
a long time in the construction industry as

Fig. 3 Auditorium
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Fig. 4 Gala evening in Tivoli

a concrete additive or cement raw material,
its use as a raw material for other thermal
insulation products has only taken off in recent years, the high-porosity particles being
the ideal starting point for vacuum-moulded products that can be extensively customised (e.g. in respect of bulk density) and
therefore complement the product portfolio
of the RATH thermal insulation range in a
low-cost and sustainable way.
The Electric Tunnel Kiln – Challenge
for Heat Transfer was the topic addressed
by Dr Jens Petzold (KI Keramik-Institut
GmbH). With optimized batch formulations,
a roofing tile, a backing brick or a clay paver
kiln with average tonnage has an average
power consumption of 0,4 kWh/kg brick
product and is heated electrically. For this,
special kiln designs and process concepts
are needed, which are already being implemented outside Europe today. Whether
they are realised in Germany depends on
whether electricity is available at low cost.
With the electricity prices usual for building
ceramic operations, the energy firing costs
would increase more than fivefold.
Modern Industrial Furnaces for Heat
Treatment in the Steel Industry were
presented by Dr Peter Wendt (LOI Thermprocess GmbH). With reference to plants
for heat treatment of electric strip, for tempering heavy plate and for tempering train
wheels, by way of example, he outlined the
unit of furnace, cooling and mathematical
management model. Current considerations
and developments for reduction of the
carbon footprint, for reduction of the NOx
cfi/Ber. DKG 99 (2022) No. 6

emissions and to increase energy efficiency
were also addressed.
Markus Horn (Chairman of Deutsche Gesellschaft Feuerfest- und Schornsteinbau
e.V./Jünger+Gräter GmbH) spoke about Installation Requirements with Regard
to Design, Logistics, Quality and Safety. The requirements for the installation of
refractory and chimney systems have steadily grown in terms of workmanship and engineering in the course of their long trad
ition and especially over the last decade. On
the one hand, refractory linings, which are
defined based on their mechanical, thermal
and physical/chemical application conditions, must meet very high requirements.
On the other hand, there are increased
requirements for quality during design,
logistics and installation as well as for occupational health and safety. In addition,
the complexity of the materials processed
has increased over considerably over the
years. All this leads to a massive changes to
the requirements in the job description and
further qualification or the refractory and
chimney engineers.
Dipl.-Ing. Thomas Alten (Keramischer OFENBAU GmbH) spoke on EnerViT – Kilns
and Furnaces with Maximised Energy
Efficiency between the Present and
the Future. For thermal treatment in kilns,
it is, however, not currently possible to manage completely without fossil fuels, as it
will take several years yet to set up supply
with alternative energies such as syngas, H2
or electrical energy with the required cap
acities and worldwide availabilities. The

bridging technology EnerViT cannot only
achieve a significant energy consumption
reduction with simultaneous increase in efficiency in new plants, existing plants can
also be modernised and optimized. The
technology therefore combines the reduction of energy consumption, and associated
with this lowing of CO2 emissions, with an
increase in production already with a kiln
retrofit.
Corrosion of Bauxite-Based Refractory Concrete Caused by HydrogenContaining Atmosphere was discussed
by Tim Leber (RWTH Aachen Institute of
Mineral Engineering). In the study pres
ented, the corrosion of refractory materials
in reducing atmospheres was examined. A
refractory concrete based on bauxite is aged
in a diluted 9 Ar 1 H2 hydrogen atmosphere.
Moreover, a focus of the investigations was
the behaviour of a common matrix phase,
anorthite.
Dr-Ing. Rigo Giese (Brick and Tile Research
Institute Essen) spoke on Decarbonised
Process Heat in the Clay Brick and
Tile Industry. The heavy clay industry with
the product groups clay pavers, facing and
backing bricks as well as roofing times is
made up almost exclusively of SMEs. The
use of renewable gases, like, for example,
“green” hydrogen or its admixture, presents
new requirements for plant engineers and
operators without costly installation of the
new integrated furnace systems. The effects
on the production conditions, influences on
the firing process and the resulting changes
in the energy balance of the integrated sysE 25
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tem of dryer and kiln must be investigated
and modifications made. The use of CO2neutral fuels must be verified with regard to
achieving the required product properties.
With the substitution of natural gas with
green gases, e.g. hydrogen or ammonia,
a substantial reduction in CO2 emissions
can be achieved in the clay brick and tile
industry.
Miriam Schnalzger (RHI Magnesita) reported on Decarbonisation of the Steel Industry: Opportunities and Challenges
for the Refractory Solution Providers.
This presentation addressed these oppor
tunities and challenges and explained, with
reference to examples, the current readiness
of the refractory industry for the green steel
transformation. The two main paths for the
transformation of steel plants currently considered are either continuing with the BOF
process and adding a DRI unit and a smelter
to produce the feed for the converter, or the
DRI unit feeding an EAF powered by green
electricity directly. The steel producers will
be occupied with understanding the implications these new processes will have
on their products and how to produce the
same product portfolio with hydrogen as a
reductant and a fuel in the different production steps. This opens the opportunity for
refractory companies to assist with the challenges the new process have for the lining.
Dr Thomas Schemmel (Refratechnik Steel
GmbH) spoke on New Refractory Mater
ials and Concepts as a Contribution
to Lowering Energy Consumption of
High-Temperature Processes. Optimized refractory concepts and materials can
already make their necessary contribution
to climate protection today. After providing
general information on the carbon footprint
of refractory materials and the raw mater
ials used, the speaker presented concepts
for different industries and applications,
which, for example, thanks to their specific
sustainability, fast installation or commissioning or optimized heat transfer can optimize high-temperature processes.
The Intermittent Operation of Crema
toriums and its Consequences was
addressed by Dr.-Ing. Gebhard Schetter
(Schetter GmbH & Co. KG). In Germany,
more than 150 crematoriums with a total of
over 300 cremation lines are in operation.
All lines are operated more or less intermittently with varying load conditions. This
E 26

Fig. 5 Prof. Dr iur. Klaus-Dieter Barbknecht

operation presents specific requirements for
cremation lines and especially for the refractory lining of the modules furnace, smoke
flue and mostly exhaust gas-water heat
exchangers. The influence of defects in the
refractory lining on the process control and
therefore on the quality of the combustion
process was shown and their relation to
CO2 emissions described.
D. Veres (Institute of Ceramics, Refractories
and Composite Materials, Freiberg University of Resources) reported on the Corrosion Behaviour of Oxide- and CarbonBonded Refractory SiC Castables in
Contact with CaO–SiO2 Slags. This study
addresses the investigation of the corrosion
and slag infiltration behaviour of oxide- and
carbon-bonded SiC castables. The infiltration was analysed as a function of slag
viscosity with consideration of various influencing factors such as carbon content, open
porosity and pore size distribution.
The paper from Steuler KHC on Challenges for Refractory Technology in Direct
Reduction with Hydrogen is published
in this issue.
Prof. Dr iur. Klaus-Dieter Barbknecht (Rector
of Freiberg University of Resources, Fig. 5)
spoke on Energy Policy in Germany and
the Consequences for Industry. As a
result of Russia’s war against Ukraine, we

have once again been made painfully aware
of how heavily the industrialised countries
of Europe, and especially Germany, are
dependent on energy imports. The energy
policy of the last two decades, which has
been driven more from the direction of national environmental and climate protection
as well as wide competition than from the
perspective of industrial or economic policy
or reliable supply, has not reduced this dependence.
Other industrial nations are much more
consistent than Germany in approach to, for
example, “Hydrogen as Energy Storage and
Energy Source”. The different approaches
and successes of such strategies can be
read from studies published, for example, by
the World Energy Council. The impression
derived from these is that an energy policy
for industry that follows any sort of master
plan is lacking in Germany and the more recent efforts of the current German government also appear rather hectic. Instead of
dependences being reduced, they just seem
to be exchanged for new dependences. Energy prices are being driven to new heights.
Massive shifts of energy-intensive industries
are the inevitable consequence. Harmonizing a successful climate and environment
protection with a successful industrial policy
is the challenge of the hour and the next
decade.
Dr Robert Eder (IBT InfraBioTech) spoke on
Electric Hybrid Heating: Additional
Heating with Microwaves for Drying
and Firing Sensitive Ceramic Compon
ents.
Lisa Freitag (Institute of Ceramics, Refractories and Composite Materials, Freiberg
University of Resources) reported on the
Efficiency Improvement in Titanium
Investment Casting with Modified
Materials and Technologies. Titanium
boasts outstanding properties like high specific strength and biocompatibility for technologically advanced industrial applications.
With investment casting, complex titanium
castings can be fabricated with near-net
shape, but the high melting point and the
reducing effect of the melt make this process difficult.
In contact with numerous ceramic oxide
materials, a brittle, hard surface coating
(Alpha case) is formed on the casting, necessitating complex and energy-intensive
finishing. Crucibles and moulds on the basis
cfi/Ber. DKG 99 (2022) No. 6
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of calcium zirconate (CaZrO3) have proven
corrosion-resistant against titanium melts.
Latest research has been devoted on the
one hand to material optimization and on
the other hand to the development of novel
technologies for the production of investment casting moulds.
The Influence of Mechanical Material
Data on the Stresses in Refractory
Linings was explained by Holger Leszinski
(BREDDERMANN + PARTNER Gesellschaft
Beratender Ingenieure mbB). The design
of refractory structures is usually based
on a range of aspects: thermal and chem
ical compatibility of the lining components,
abrasion resistance and impermeability of
the front layer – requirements that have
to the tailored to the expected kiln atmosphere. In comparison, relatively little
attention is paid to thermomechanical processes. The stiffness properties of the refractory materials are generally only determined
with a specific test; there are often restraint

stresses dependent on these characteristics
– induced in operation by hindered tem
perature deformation – which can prematurely damage parts of the installation.
Dr Uwe Lohse (Xerion Berlin Laboratories
GmbH) spoke on the Use of AdditiveManufactured Components in HighTemperature Furnace Engineering.
XERION has been a partner to the high-tech
industry worldwide for more than 20 years,
working in the field of vacuum and protect
ive gas furnaces with high and ultrahigh
temperatures for sintering metallic and cer
amic materials. Building on this experience,
a complete product line (Fusion Factory) for
Additive Manufacturing on filament basis
has been developed and successfully established on the market. Fusion Factory XS,
the most compact line in this series, allows
the production of components directly on
site. A series of components can therefore
be manufactured locally with very short
waiting times and transport costs. Possible

examples of this are ceramic nozzles or anchors for refractory linings.
Uwe Scheithauer (Fraunhofer Institute
of Ceramic Technologies and Systems,
Dresden) presented CERAMfacturing –
Addi
tive Manufacturing of Ceramic
Components – Processes, Materials,
Chances and Challenges.
Solar fuels that are produced by means of
high-temperature solar heat – and as sustainable hydrocarbons like petrol, diesel and
kerosene are compatible with conventional
combustion engines and aircraft engines: an
exciting project that Dr Lukas Geissbühler
(Synhelion SA) presented in his paper. This
solar heat is generated from concentrated
sunlight in a novel solar receiver developed
by Synhelion.
Following the programme of talks, the attendees were given the opportunity to visit
Terra Mineralia, the world’s largest collection of minerals, in Schloss Freudenstein.
KS
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10th Anniversary of the FAST/SPS Expert Group Meeting

Fig. 1 Prof. Olivier Guillon at his Welcome
Address

After the Welcome Address by Prof. Olivier
Guillon and Prof. Christoph Broeckmann in
the name of the powder metallurgy committee, the first day started with a keynote
talk presented by Prof. Claude Estournès
(CNRS CIRIMAT, Toulouse/FR). He gave an
insight into different strategies to develop
components with tailored properties via
FAST/SPS.
The next presentation was given by Dr Alessandro Fais (EPoS Technologies SA, VillazSaint-Pierre/CH). He discussed the influence
of the extremely high heating rates during Electro-Sinter-Forging on the diffusion
mechanisms.
Thereafter, Dr Thomas Herisson de Beauvoir
(CNRS CIRIMAT, Toulouse) introduced the
influence of the sintering pathway on the
formation of grain boundaries, grain growth
and densification in 3YSZ and compared
Flash Spark Plasma Sintering (i.e. ultrafast
SPS) with conventional FAST/SPS.
This first block of lectures was concluded
by Dr. Oliver Levano Blanch (University of
Sheffield/GB) who kindly filled in for his
colleague James Pepper. He shared results
on the influence of current induced thermal
profiles in titanium during FAST/SPS processing.
The second session of the day focusing
on industry contributions started with a
presentation of Romain Epherre (Norimat/
FR) who reported about the progress in
digitalization by introducing the concept
of a digital twin in FAST/SPS. The ENGEMINI software developed by Norimat will be
launched within the next weeks and will be
E 28

The 10th Anniversary of the Expert Group “Field Assisted Sintering Technique/Spark Plasma Sintering” (chaired by its initiator Prof.
Olivier Guillon, Forschungszentrum Jülich/DE) took place on 16–17
May 2022. Owing to the positive development of the corona pandemic, about 60 national and international participants from industry, research institutes and universities could meet in person at the
Central Library of Forschungszentrum Jülich.

Fig. 2 Networking during breaks

the first commercial software enabling customers to model temperature distribution
during FAST/SPS.
Benjamin Luthardt (FCT Systeme GmbH,
Rauenstein/DE) summarised the latest
trends towards the industrial application of
FAST/SPS. He presented a FAST/SPS system
in combination with active cooling to enhance the productivity.
Gerhard Weber (Dr. Fritsch Sondermaschinen GmbH, Fellbach/DE) discussed the progress in mould and process design for enhancing the tolerance against mismatch in
Coefficient of Thermal Expansion (CTE). As
one example, he presented hot ejection of
the central pin of a ring geometry reliably
avoiding failure of the mould.
The last talk of this session was given by Damian Karpowicz (GeniCore Dp. Z.o.o., Warsaw/PL). He introduced several examples for
industrial applications of U-FAST (U stands
for upgraded), where heating is based on a
pulsed DC current with unique pulse shape.

U-FAST is applied for production of mining
tools and luxury goods. In general, FAST/
SPS offers multiple advantages to conventionally sintered materials, such as longer
lifetime, higher surface quality and quicker
machining.
The afternoon session started with a presentation by Shufan Wang (RWTH Aachen
University/DE), who compared two novel
sintering techniques (ultrafast high tem
perature sintering – UHS – and flash sintering) with respect to temperature distribution and grain growth by FEM modelling.
Afterwards, Maria Wisniewska (Łukasiewicz
Research Network – Poznan Institute of
Technology/PL) introduced the manufacturing of sputter targets via FAST/SPS on an
industrial scale.
Furthermore, Dr Miguel Lagos (Tecnalia,
Derio/ES) reported about progress in using
FAST/SPS for the synthesis of ceramics and
metal-ceramic composites for electronic applications.
cfi/Ber. DKG 99 (2022) No. 6
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Fig. 3 Group photo of the participants

The next presentation was given by Dr.
Martin Ihrig (Forschungszentrum Jülich)
who summarised the progress in developing garnet-based all-solid-state lithium batteries (ASSLiBS) using FAST/SPS. A specific
feature was the application of Mo-based
TZM tools, which enabled pressures beyond
400 MPa.
Jonas Heldt (Fraunhofer IPA, Stuttgart/DE)
introduced the project EMSiG. In an ambitious collaboration with industrial partners, FAST/SPS is intended to be used to
synthesize ASSLiBS on an industrial scale.
Prof. Alexander Laptev (Poznan Institute of
Technology, formerly Forschungszentrum
Jülich) concluded the first day with a presentation on FAST/SPS of gadolinum doped
ceria, which can be used e.g. as ceramic
electrolyte in solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs)
operated at intermediate temperatures
<600 °C. He highlighted the risk of chem
ical expansion and resulting cracking inherent to reducing conditions in FAST/SPS.
Afterwards, the participants had the possibility to visit industry booths and take part

in the poster session. Furthermore, a guided
tour to IEK-1 was offered. Amongst others,
the three FAST/SPS devices and the instrumented electro-sinter-forge were presented.
The first day ended with a joint dinner at
Dorint Hotel Düren, where the participants
could exchange in a casual setting.
The second day started with a keynote
lecture by Dr Dariusz Garbiec (Łukasiewicz
Research Network – Poznan Institute of
Technology). In his talk he demonstrated
the potential of FAST/SPS as an effective
technique to produce components for highly demanding applications in space industry.
Thereafter, Simon Graham (University of
Sheffield) presented how FAST/SPS can be
effectively used to process aluminium powders that are out of size specifications for
usage in additive manufacturing.
Prof. Martin Bram (Forschungszentrum Jü
lich) presented promising results in the field
of flash spark plasma sintering of NdFeB
magnet materials. Flash SPS is a novel rapid
densification method that offers new possibilities to tune the microstructure.

The first session of the day was concluded
by Dr Oliver Levano Blanch (University of
Sheffield), who reported about the processing of a low-cost titanium feedstock via
FAST/SPS.
Unfortunately, the 2nd session had to be
rearranged on a short notice. The presentation of Prof. Andrey Ragulya (Frantsevich
Institute for problems in Materials Science
NAS of Ukraine/UA) and Dr Abdullah Riaz
(University of Rostock) had to be cancelled
due to technical and personal reasons.
Nevertheless, Dr Marco Cologna (European
Commission, Joint Research Centre, JRC)
presented the latest trends on FAST/SPS in
nuclear materials research.
The last presentation was given by Dr
Danny Kojda (Helmholtz-Zentrum Berlin). He presented results on the modeling
and characterisation of the temperaturedependent thermal conductivity in porous
silicon-aluminium processed by FAST/SPS.
The next regular meeting of the expert
group will be held in the fall. Location and
date will be communicated shortly.
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TECHNOLOGY NEWS
Germany

INMATEC Enables Advanced Extrusion Applications
Together with the German institute Fraunhofer IKTS (Dresden), INMATEC Technologies GmbH has tested
the extrusion of rods and pipes from its ceramic feedstock INMAPOM K3012. Very good results were obtained. The extruded green parts are extremely dimensionally stable and can be mechanically processed
in various ways.

Fig. 1 Tube and rod made of the ceramic feedstock INMAPOM K3012

The testing proves that even advanced extrusion applications are possible with the
ceramic feedstock INMAPOM K3012. This is
usually applied in Ceramic Injection Moulding (CIM) shaping process. INMATEC is the
market leader in the development and pro-

INMATEC Technologies GmbH
53359 Rheinbach, Germany
https://inmatec-gmbh.com
Keywords: ceramic extrusion, ceramic
feedstock, thermoplastic materials for
extrusion, POM based feedstocks,
ceramic rods and pipes
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duction of CIM feedstocks and now demonstrates that these are also suitable for use
in extrusion.
Round rods of solid material up to 15 mm
in diameter can be extruded over 4000 mm
long. The extrusion of pipes with 1 mm wall
thickness and the same outer diameter is
also possible over this length.
The green parts made from the standard
feedstock INMAPOM K3012, which is
based on a thermoplastic binder system,
impress with extremely high strength, precision and dimensional stability. The rods and
tubes can even be easily mechanically machined. Not only can they be cut to size, but
they can also be modified by drilling, milling
and turning. Even thread cutting is possible.
The variety of finishing options means that
more complex ceramic components can

be produced from the long, uniaxial green
bodies.
For example, the blanks can be provided
with cross holes and oblong holes. Graduated axles, feed screws and screw flights
can be turned in. Sharp-edged spigot ends
can also be produced. This way of manufacturing is particularly suitable for smaller
series. If the batch size is so small that costly
tool design is not worthwhile, mechanical
machining of extruded green parts offers an
efficient and economical alternative.
The use of INMAPOM K3012 not only
opens up unique possibilities in green machining, but also offers excellent properties
of the finished parts. Zirconia components
can be produced from INMATEC’s standard feedstock that are resistant to high
temperatures, aggressive atmospheres and
extremely durable. Ceramic axles, augers
or spindles can be used in environments
where other materials would fail. They also
outperform even the most modern superalloys in terms of wear resistance.
Green parts from INMAPOM feedstocks are
catalytically debinded in just a single step.
The POM-based binder developed by INMATEC can be completely removed within
12 h in a nitric acid atmosphere. The subsequent sintering is carried out at a temperature of 1500 °C. To further improve the
mechanical properties of the components,
additional densification by Hot Isostatic
Pressing (HIP) is also possible, enabling
them to withstand even the highest loads.
For more information and to get in touch,
please visit INMATEC’s website and LinkedIn.
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PROCESS ENGINEERING
Lithography-Based Metal Manufacturing:
A Breakthrough Technology in Metal 3D Printing
Lithography-based Metal Manufacturing (LMM) is an Additive Manufacturing (AM) technology producing

functional metal components with superior surface aesthetics and higher feature resolutions compared
to other AM technologies. Metal AM, and specifically the LMM technology offered by Incus/AT and developed together with MetShape/DE, can be applied in a wide range of industries and applications with
printed parts. LMM applies the principle of photopolymerization to metal manufacturing. The metal powder is dispersed in a light-sensitive resin and the three-dimensional structure is developed with exposure
to light. This mixture, called feedstock, is applied and cured layer-by-layer with a coating blade during the
manufacturing process. The feedstock is a proprietary blend of photo-reactive resins, waxes, additives, and
metal powders up to a solid loading of 55 vol.-%. This composition allows for a wide range of metals to
be processed, from 316L stainless steel to titanium, copper, tungsten, precious metals, carbides and many
more. Incus also offers innovation studies to work on new materials and applications with customers to
provide an introduction to the possibilities of the LMM technology. MetShape acts as manufacturer for
ready-to-use prototypes and series of high precision applications.

Fig. 1 The LMM-process steps

The Incus LMM printer, Hammer Lab35,
has a printing platform size of 89,6 mm ×
56 mm × 120 mm (L × W × H). Aside from
the platform size and part volume, there
are no other restrictions concerning the
printed part. With this LMM process, it is
possible to use MIM-grade metal pow-

Incus GmbH
1220 Vienna
Austria
www.incus3d.com
MetShape GmbH
75175 Pforzheim
Germany
www.metshape.de
Keywords: metal 3d printing, metal AM,
micro precision parts, LMM
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ders down to 8 µm (average particle size)
at competitive build speed to other indirect or two-stage AM approaches, such
as Binder Jetting. The light projection unit
that cures each layer as it is printed provides a resolution of 2560 px × 1600 px,
with a pixel size of 35 µm to achieve outstanding surface aesthetics and build fine
geometries.
To produce a functional part with mechan
ical properties comparable to subtractive
technologies, the printed parts must undergo a debinding and sintering step, similar
to other sinter-based metal additive manufacturing technologies. This involves using
heat to burn away remaining binder from
the printed and cleaned green part after
it is heated nearly to the melting point of
the metal. The heating processes create the
final functional part which reaches about
98 % density with mechanical properties
equivalent to Metal Injection Moulding

(MIM). For example, sintered 316L parts
reached >600 MPa tensile strength and
>250 MPa yield strength, independent of
the technology-related build orientation.
Furthermore, Ra surface roughness values
for sintered parts are 2–4 µm.

The history of invention
The LMM technology brings a new level of
performance to metal AM with a combin
ation of excellent feature resolution, surface aesthetics, mechanical properties, and
economic efficiency. The goal is to enable
new possibilities for 3D printing of metal
materials and help manufacturers bring the
best product to the market faster and more
efficiently. The lithography-based additive
manufacturing technology was invented
in 2006 at the TU Vienna/AT using stereo
lithography for producing high-accuracy
dental parts, such as patient-specific crowns
and bridges.
E 31
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Fig. 2 Printed chain, stainless steel 316L

(Source: Incus)

Fig. 3 Printed pendant, stainless steel
316L
(Source: Incus)

Fig. 4 Stamp and die, stainless steel 316L

(Source: Incus)

To further evolve this new technology for
ceramic AM, Lithoz/AT was founded in
2011 focusing on intensive development of
new materials. A few years later, the new
approach was successfully tested during
the European research project, ReProMag,
dedicated to the manufacturing of complex
geometries with metal powders, inspiring
the idea to apply the same technical approach to metal AM.
Applying the lithography-based process to
metals resulted in the founding of Incus in
2019, a spin-off of Lithoz, which took the
technology one step further to print highquality parts made of stainless steel and titanium. The ReProMag Project also resulted
in the creation of MetShape, founded in
2019 as a spin-off from the University of
Pforzheim/DE. MetShape is a co-developer
of the LMM technology and the LMM service provider for the entire production chain
from printing to sintering to delivering finished parts.
With extensive know-how in debinding and
sintering, MetShape collaborates with Incus
to qualify new materials and further develop
the LMM technology. Through their continuous co-operation, Lithoz, Incus, MetShape,

TU Vienna and the University of Pforzheim
have created a breakthrough technology in
metal 3D printing.

Incus Hammer Lab35 combines the flawless
surface aesthetics of VAT polymerisation
3D-printing technology with precise print
settings. Thanks to the use of an industrial
light engine, extraordinary tiny details and
complicated yet delicate motifs can be captured with amazing sharpness.

Fig. 5 Ear implant, stainless steel
316L, as sintered (Source: MetShape)
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Applications of LMM
On the metal AM market, LMM has already
established itself as a cost-efficient means
to produce complex, specialty parts needed
in small batches, for industries where quality
and excellent surface aesthetics are critical.
Using 3D-printed design prototypes rather
than creating test moulds cuts manufacturing costs significantly and allows freedom
in development and optimization before
bringing the final design to the market.

Jewellery
3D-printed jewellery production unites the
principles of investment casting with the
benefits of a digital design and manufacturing process. With 3D-printing, designers
can produce sophisticated patterns that
would be incredibly difficult to create by
hand. The 3D-printed pieces of jewellery are
indistinguishable from handmade or casted
objects but offer more complex geometries
impossible to achieve with traditional methods. Producing designer jewellery with the

R&D
The LMM technology is also used for research & development across applications
due to its high surface quality, precision and
freedom of design. The technology offers
AM at the highest resolution with the ability
to use the parts without surface treatment,
producing a functional component directly
after the sintering step. Compared to other
AM technologies, LMM provides a more
cost efficient and flexible approach with
quick redesign and production of the parts
needed for the test setup.

Medical and dental
Medical technology, such as surgical equipment, implants, analytic tools and machines, requires the highest quality and
often patient-specific solutions, making it a
key application for metal AM to reduce tool-

Fig. 6 Medical clamps, stainless steel 316L, as sintered

(Source: MetShape)

Fig. 7 Dental bracket, stainless steel
316L, as sintered(Source: MetShape)
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Fig. 8 Locking system, stainless steel 316L, as sintered

(Source: MetShape)

ing costs and development duration. LMM
offers a great solution for specialised small
and micro metal parts in the medical technology industry due to low surface roughness down to 2 µm Ra without surface treatment, which can be improved to 1 µm Ra
if an automated polishing process is used.
Metal AM is also ideal for dental applications, where individual solutions and patient-specific parts can be produced in the
most cost-efficient manner. Using LMM for
micro metal parts like brackets, which exist in various forms, helps to easily adjust to
constructive changes, individual properties
and varying lot sizes.

Tooling
Industries such as security technologies require new and complex designs to patent
applications such as locking solutions, and
they need manufacturing technologies that
can produce those complex systems. Often
traditional subtractive manufacturing meth-

Fig. 9 Turbine, stainless steel
316L, as sintered

(Source: MetShape)

Fig. 10 Fan impeller, stainless steel 316L,
as sintered

(Source: MetShape)

ods such as milling or turning reach their
limits and are not suitable for complex
applications with undercuts and intricate
channels.
Also, other additive technologies can’t
reach the necessary precision or need extensive post-processing. In contrast, the innovative LMM technology enables security
system developers to find new patentable
solutions and produce these as customised
systems.

adjustment costs. The LMM approach also
enables the production of complex geometries without material loss during the fabrication process, offering a more econom
ic
ally and environmentally feasible metal
manufacturing method.
Moreover, LMM is not only applicable for
prototypes and small series. Depending on
the part size the LMM series production of
up to 100 000 pieces per year can be cheaper as and qualitatively comparable to MIM
production. For the manufacturing of complex small and micro-metal parts in small to
medium yearly quantities, the evaluation of
LMM compared to other metal AM or MIM
technologies is reasonable. With the characteristics of LMM, a whole new spectrum
of micro metal parts can be economically
realised. This leads to LMM creating extra
ordinary opportunities to develop new applications in several technological fields and
can actively contribute to the successful
development of new innovations.

Flexibility meets efficiency for
high-performance AM
As post-processing steps are, like surface
treatments, a cost-intensive factor in other
AM technologies, LMM has a significant
time and cost advantage not needing support structures and manual post-processing
steps.
Compared to MIM there is no need to wait
months for cost-intensive tools and constructive changes can be made without any
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FastCast Ceramics – Open Porous Ceramics
D. Menne, M. Weiß

FastCast Ceramics is a spin-off from the German Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT) that focuses on

the manufacturing of open porous ceramics. With its innovative processing route based on capillary suspensions, the company is able to produce open porous ceramics with tailored microstructure. The go-to
market is the investment casting industry, where the ceramic shell-build up is a crucial step. FastCast supplies a solution to accelerate the shell formation from 10 to 2 days respectively by using their own slurry.

Fig. 1 Transition from a pure to capillary suspension for CaCO3 in diisononyl phthalate
with a constant particle fraction Φ = 11,1 %. Water was used as secondary phase
(adapted from [4])

Introduction
Innovation is the key for every industry sector. With the FastCast spin-off, research of
the former KIT institute from the last 11
years was transformed into innovation [1].
At the Institute of Mechanical Engineering
and Mechanics (MVM), Karlsruhe Institute
of Technology (KIT), FastCast developed a
novel suspension-based method to produce
open porous ceramics. This capillary-suspension-based method has been published
in 2013 for the first time [2], and then
gradually investigated. Today, this method

David Menne, Moritz Weiß
FastCast Ceramics GbR
76131 Karlsruhe
Germany
www.fastcast-ceramics.com
Corresponding author: M. Weiß
E-mail: mweiss@fastcast-ceramics.com
Keywords: porous ceramics, open porous
ceramics, structural ceramics, functional
ceramics, investment casting, thick film
technology, 3D-printing
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is robust and broadly tailorable and, thus
ready for industrial use.
The company’s target market is the investment casting moulding. Here, its technology
has a tremendous impact: it drastically accelerates the process; can be implemented
without additional costs/machines; sanding
and, thus the dust loading becomes superfluous; has the potential to be recycled.
As open porous ceramics are widely used
in catalysis, filtration, heat exchange, energy
storage, sintering setters and various other
applications, FastCast aims to become a
valuable partner for these industries in the
coming years.

Capillary suspensions
Capillary suspensions are three-phase systems containing two immiscible liquids,
wherein one of these fluids is in minority,
and a particulate solid phase. The secondary liquid (the one that is in minority) forms
capillary bridges between the individual
particles, forming a sample spanning particle network. This network is bond together by capillary forces, hindering it from
sedimentation and, therefore provides long
term stability. This is a simple, universal
mechanism to stabilise suspensions [1, 3].
The formation of a particle network with

Fig. 2 Confocal image of a silica-based
capillary suspension. Silica particles
are shown in red and the capillary
bridges formed by 2,25 vol.-% of aqueous
glycerol are yellow; black areas represent
the nonpolar bulk phase [3]

addition of a secondary liquid alters the suspensions rheological properties drastically.
Fig. 1 shows the transition from a weakly
elastic pure suspension to a gel-like behaviour for the capillary suspension. Formation
of a yield stress is typical for the rheological
behaviour of capillary suspensions. As soon
as the yield stress is overcome, the sample
shows a strong shear thinning behaviour.
A confocal image of a refractive index
matched capillary suspension is presented
in Fig. 2.
The particle network out of silica particles
(red) are connected through capillary bridges (yellow), while the bulk phase is represented by the black areas. The morphology
of capillary suspensions is dependent of the
particles shape and size and their size distribution as well as of the three-phase contact
angle between the solid phase and the two
liquids and homogeneity of the sample [1,
2, 5].
cfi/Ber. DKG 99 (2022) No. 6
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Fig. 3 Schematic processing route for macroporous ceramics derived
from capillary suspensions (after [2])

Porous ceramics from capillary
suspensions
The particle network formed through capillary bonding can also be used to create the
structure needed for macroporosity. By using
ceramic particles as the solid phase, capillary
suspensions can be functionalized as precursors for porous ceramic bodies according
to the processing scheme shown in Fig. 3.
Through, the addition of a secondary immiscible liquid, a regular ceramic suspension is
converted into a ceramic capillary suspension where a ceramic particle network, connected by capillary bridges, is formed.
Subsequent to an optional shaping process
(e.g. moulding into a sample form), the bulk
phase is gently removed to prevent a collapse of this network. Often, a mechanical
debinding step on a porous substrate using the substrate pores’ capillary effect or
solvent extraction is applied for removal of
the bulk fluid. Prior to sintering, the remaining bulk and secondary fluid are removed
through pyrolysis in a second debinding
step. The initial particle network does not
fully collapse during debinding, producing a
macroporous ceramic.
Interestingly, capillary suspension derived
ceramics offer a fully open porosity, which

Fig. 4 Porous alumina derived from capillary suspensions
and the corresponding microstructure represented by a
SEM-BSE crosscut image

makes them ideal for applications where a
high heat transfer and/or permeability is required. This process enables sintered bodies
with porosities up to 75 % and pore sizes
0,5 µm <dpore<100 µm to be produced [2,
5–7].
An alumina sample as well as its corres
ponding structure of a sintered ceramic
capillary suspension from SEM-BSE crosscut
image is shown in Fig. 4. The capillary suspension derived ceramic shows a fully open
porous network of flocculated particles with
dpore = 25 µm and ε = 56 %.
In Fig. 5 (left), the achievable porosity-pore
size range of the different manufacturing
routes for open porous ceramics is summar
ised. Using replica methods, a wide porosity
range from 25–95 % with adjustable pore
sizes down to 10 µm is reached. Therefore,
this manufacturing route is the most versatile. Sacrificial templating results in poros
ities between 20–90 % and the pore sizes
cover the entire µm-range (1–700 µm).
While direct foaming is commonly used
for high porosities (ε>70 %) and relatively
large pore sizes (dpore>30 µm), partial sintering results in porosities less than 50 %
and pore sizes less than 10 µm. The cer
amic capillary suspension approach leads

to tunable porosities from 20 % to 75 %
and pore sizes ranging from 0,5 µm up to
100 µm. Especially low pore sizes combined
with high porosities (d50,3<10 µm, ε>50 %)
are barely feasible with common processing
routes, a gap that is filled by the ceramic
capillary suspension approach.
The relative compressive strength as a function of the relative density for ceramics derived by various processing routes, including
the capillary suspension approach, is shown
in Fig. 5 (right). The mechanical strength
of the capillary suspension derived ceramics are in the same region as polymer and
wood replica derived ceramics and in good
agreement with the theory for open porous
ceramics from Gibson and Ashby [9]. Due
to its ease in manufacturing, the capillary
suspension approach with its compressive
strength and achievable porosity range is
a viable competitive fabrication route for
macroporous materials, able to replace the
established methods in industrial processes
[5, 7, 10].
A great advantage of the FastCast method is
its freedom from materials. Any particulate
solid can be used to form capillary suspensions. By this, FastCast can fabricate both
structured ceramics and functional ceram-

Fig. 5 Achievable porosity-pore size range (left) and compressive strength-density (right) via common processing routes and the
capillary suspensions approach (adapted from [8])
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Fig. 6 Capillary suspension derived ceramics combined with extrusion or 3D-printing (adapted from [6, 11])

ics with one simple method [1, 10, 11]. The
company is able to combine its manufacturing route with all kind of shaping methods
for suspensions.
Fig. 6 shows some examples for 3D-printed
as well as extruded structures. The rheo
logical properties of the FastCast ceramic
suspension can be adjusted in different
orders of magnitude, fitting the specific

shaping method’s requirements. This en
ables prototyping, small series as well as
mass production. The company’s challenge
is to unlock the potential of this method
and bring it to industry. The first steps have
been taken, but there are still some tasks
that FastCast can hardly accomplish without the help of industrial partners.

Shell building in investment
casting
Investment casting is a casting process
for the production of metallic components

which is characterized by attention to detail,
dimensional accuracy and excellent surface
properties. Typical components are door
handles, hinges, turbine blades or entire
radial compressor impellers showing the
broad variety of this process. It is used for
prototyping as well as for mass production,
therefore components produced by investment casting are used in almost all technical systems.
A schematic sketch of the process is shown
in Fig. 7. The investment casting process
essentially consists of a total of seven individual process steps:
1. A positive model is created, mostly out
of wax via injection moulding. The individual wax parts are assembled on a socalled wax tree, to have a suitable casting
system as well as to produce more than
one part at once.
2. For ceramic shell building the wax tree is
surrounded with a ceramic slurry.

3. Melting out the wax from the ceramic
shell.
4. Firing the ceramic, to get rid of residual
wax and strengthen the ceramic shell.
5. Pouring molten metal into the ceramic
shell.
6. After solidifying of the metal, the ceramic
shell is knocked off.
7. Cutting the metal parts from the sprue
and polishing of the finished metal bodies.
The production time of the entire process is
about 13 days, of which the shell building
alone takes about 10 days. So, although it is
a metal process, the ceramic is crucial to the
process. The ceramic shell build-up is now
adays a complex process which is schemed
in a simplified manner in Fig. 8 (left). The
wax tree is dipped into a ceramic slurry, its
wet surface sanded with ceramic particles
and subsequently dried.
This process is repeated 8–11 times to gain
an adequate shell thickness to withstand

Fig. 7 Schematic drawing of the investment casting process
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the dewaxing as well as pouring in of the
molten metal without cracking. To accelerate time and reduce the number of repetitions to the mentioned 8–11 times, three
slurries and sands with different grain sizes
are used. While the first layers are formed
with relatively fine particles to obtain optimal geometrical accuracy, the back-up
layers are built with coarser grains to fasten up the process. In addition, the primary
coat is often made of zirconia, while the
later layers are alumina or aluminosilicate
based, leading to uneconomical recycling
processes [12].
With this approach, FastCast enables shell
building within 3–4 dipping steps, while
eliminating the sanding procedure and
only require one slurry for the whole shell
(Fig. 8 right). By this, shell building is completed in less than two days. Capillary suspensions show ideal rheological properties
for the investment casting process. They
are low viscous under shear, enabling coating of complex shapes while their intrinsic

Smart production press cell
From 80 kN up to 2000 kN

Fig. 8 Schematic drawing of todays (left) and the FastCast approach for shell building in
investment casting (right)

yield stress ensures relatively thick layers.
Tailoring rheological properties is possible
within all slurry systems, the difference to
the capillary suspension phenomenon is
its drying behaviour. The capillary bridges
assure similar distances between the indi-

vidual particles as well as a certain mobility of the network. Due to these properties,
drying stresses are distributed more evenly
compared to common formulations and can
be reduced by the particle network mobility
without cracking.
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Hence, capillary suspensions enable crackfree drying of thick layers [13]. The company offers an one-slurry alumina solution
for shell building in investment casting.
Thus, this approach has a high recyclability.
Especially, since the applied temperatures
in investment casting are typically lower
than the sintering temperatures of alumina.
Therefore, the particles can be easily separ
ated and reused. To ensure that the FastCast alumina system is suitable for foundries, the company’s industry partners have
satisfactorily tested the compatibility of this
slurry with various metal alloys.
The slurry concept presented promises to
accelerate the entire process while reducing
dust load and meeting all requirements, as
high dimensional accuracy, high green body
stability, sufficient fired strength to withstand casting pressure, and low enough
fired strength to be knocked-off easily after
solidifying of the metal, as well as high gas
permeability.

Conclusion
In summary, FastCast developed a fast and
easy processing route for manufacturing
macroporous ceramics with tailored pore
size and porosity. Capillary suspension
derived ceramics can be formed from any
particulate solid material, so the company
is able to produce both structural and functional ceramics. This processing route can
be combined with various shaping techniques for suspensions.
FastCast is a young spin-off, bringing this
new technology into the ceramic market with the goal to improve nowadays
com
pon
ents, techniques and products

by cooperating with industry partners. Its
science-based team loves to innovate and
find solutions to existing problems. The focused market is the shell building in investment casting, where its technology perfectly
aligns with the existing requirements. On
the other hand, FastCast is always interested in new products and new developments
where it can contribute with its approach
and expertise. The company looks forward
to fruitful cooperation and a consistent
focus on the ceramic industry.
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Lightweight Hot Structures from Oxide Ceramic Matrix
Composites
J. Schmidt, Ch. Eckardt, A. Rüdinger

Oxide CMC (O-CMC) are currently used mainly in various industries due to their low weight, high ductility

and high strength up to high temperatures of around 1200 °C. The most common manufacturing techniques already used in industry are filament winding and lamination. The increasingly used textile fibre
preforms with aligned fibres and joints allow the manufacturing of more complex designs and enable
a variety of novel geometries. The Fraunhofer Center for High-Temperature Materials and Design (HTL)
develops new CMC technologies and products in joint projects with industrial partners.

Fig. 1 Flow chart of the state-of-art manufacturing processes for the
production of oxide CMC parts with different net-shape geometries

State-of-the-art manufacturing
O-CMC are used worldwide for furnace
equipment, burners as well as aerospace
applications [1]. The companies familiar
with this technology use hand-made or
semi-automatic processes for small-scale
production. The three basic manufacturing processes are shown in Fig. 1. Simple
geometries such as plates and tubes are
produced by laminating 2D fabrics in combination with axial pressing or filament
winding. Complex geometries can be made
by joining of pre-machined parts and require an additional sintering step [2].
A typical composite microstructure can be
derived from Fig. 2. The oxide fibres are embedded and uniformly distributed in a por
ous oxide matrix. The net-shape production
of 2D- and 3D structures is focusing more
and more on aligning the load bearing
fibres and saving fibre costs [3]. However,
the infiltration of powder-based slurries into
dry textile preforms still implies potential
for optimization. Impregnated preforms
cfi/Ber. DKG 99 (2022) No. 6

Fig. 2 Typical microstructure of O-CMC with completely
matrix impregnated oxide fibre bundles

produced by Liquid Polymer Infiltration (LPI)
or Resin Transfer Moulding (RTM) have a
high mass loss during their pyrolysis requiring many reinfiltration steps to obtain dense
matrices [4].
3M™ oxide fibre grades, NextelTM 610
and NextelTM 720, have excellent tenTab. 1 Properties of CerOx type AZ-N6-F
developed at the HTL
3-point bending strength

320 MPa

Young’s modulus

86 GPa

Strain to failure

0,36 %

Interlaminar shear strength

17 MPa

Open porosity

29 vol.-%

Density

3,02 g/cm3

Thermal conductivity

6,3 W/(m·K)

Coefficient of thermal
expansion

5,5·10–6 1/K

Specific heat
Maximum operating
temperature

0,7 J/(g·K)
1150 °C

sile strength of up to 3000 MPa and are
therefore used in most of today’s O-CMC
applications [5]. Fraunhofer Center HTL developed a material family called CerOx from
these fibres. Typical properties from Type
AZ-N6-F at room temperature are pres
ented in Tab. 1.
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Fig. 3 a Exhaust mixer design study

Exhaust mixer structures for
aircrafts
The use of CMC in the hot gas area of aeroengines enables a significant increase in the
permissible working temperature compared
to metallic components. At the same time,
the weight of the turbine is reduced due to
the lighter CMC material. Both factors contribute directly to environmentally friendly
aviation. The exhaust mixer is a feature of
many turbofan engines, where the bypass
of cold and slow air is mixed with the hot
and fast exhaust gases from the core, before it is discharged into the atmosphere
(Fig. 3 a–c). The mixer reduces the velocity
of the air present in the core and thus also
the noise. For the manufacturing of prototypes of a thin-walled exhaust mixer, the
well-known manufacturing technology of

Fig.
ig. 3 b Plastic positive mould for
laminating with pre-cut prepregs

Fig. 3 c Laminated thin-walled oxide CMC
mixer prototype

laminating 2D oxide fibre fabrics with aqueous powder suspensions can be used.
In order to obtain a material with high
strength, the Nextel™ 610 fibres with
matri
ces based on Al2O3–SiO2 or Al2O3–
ZrO2 and sintering temperatures <1200 °C
were investigated. The mechanical properties of specimens derived from flat plates
were determined according to international
aviation certified standards such as ASTM
C1292 for Iosipescu shear strength, ASTM
C1358 for compression and ASTM C1359
for tensile strength. Mean strength values
of 77 MPa for Iosipescu shear, 388 MPa for
compression and 207 MPa for tensile were
obtained. They are in the accepted range for
the manufacturing of prototype parts.
The work at Fraunhofer-Center HTL to
realise the complex mixer design is part
of the project CMC-TurbAn [6]. First, male
and female moulds for axial pressing were
designed based on CAD data sets. These
moulds were made from large plastic
parts with a 5-axis machining centre. The

required prepregs were prepared from dry
2D fabrics and matrix slurries. A roll-to-roll
machine was used for continuous impregnation of the fabric with the slurry using the
foulard technique (Fig. 4). To achieve high
homogeneity, the rheological properties of
the suspensions, the particle sizes and the
drying behaviour of the suspensions were
adjusted in such a way that the suspensions could be homogeneously introduced
into the fibre bundles without damaging
the fabric.
The prepreg roll was cut into prepreg plys
with defined geometries using a programmable 2D cutter (Fig. 5). For manual lam
ination of the predefined prepreg plys onto
the mould surface, the lay-up pattern was
defined. The fibre volume content was set
by the adjustment of both moulds during
the pressing process. In order to save material costs during the development phase,
low-temperature sintering ceramic matrices and silica fibre fabrics were chosen to
produce prototypical CMC mixer segments.

Fig. 4 Continuously operating roll-to-roll machine for production
of prepregs by impregnation of oxide slurries
(Copyright: Mathis AG)
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Fig. 5 Automatic cutting table for pre-cutting of individual
coupons from the prepreg roll
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Fig. 7 Simulation of the fibre tape lay-up on straight and curved metal cores using the
winding program CADWIND

Fig. 6 Manufacturing study: automated
machine for endless lay-up of wet
prepreg tapes on straight metal pipes

Currently, a complete mixer consisting of
several segments is built up and application-related tests are planned to validate
the current design.

Metal tubes with ceramic fibre
jacket for power plants
New concepts for steam power plants still
require high temperature and creep resistant materials for their heat transfer system.
These plants could work more efficiently,
if the superheated steam temperature and
internal pressure could be increased. As an
enveloping support structure, creep-resistant ceramic composites have the potential
to effectively impede the creep deform
ations of steel pipelines, when hot gas temperature and pressure are increased. The
concept of a hybrid metal-CMC system was
successfully demonstrated.
Within the project Compound Tubes [7] it
was shown in lab-scale experiments that
the creep of hot gas steam tubes made of
steel could be significantly reduced by using
the CMC jacket [8]. However, the use in a
plant environment places further demanding requirements on the design of ceramic
jackets, such as the pipe curvature, changing
pipe diameters as well as pipe exits. In the
follow-up project, it was possible to solve
many of these technical difficulties [9]. In
this project, a pipe elbow was constructed
as a test carrier with a diameter of 320 mm
and a total length of approx 4 m and manufactured with a ceramic jacket [10]. In the
first step, wet-prepregs based on almost
unidirectional tapes of Nextel™ fibres were
produced in the prepreg process and wound
with a semi-automated laminating machine
to simulate the lay-up (Fig. 6).
cfi/Ber. DKG 99 (2022) No. 6

Fig. 8 Hybrid pipe elbow (Ø~320 mm) with an O-CMC ceramic fibre jacket (t= 20 mm)
with a total length ~4 m installed in a coal fired power plant

Polysiloxan resin with boron nitride par
ticles as fillers was used as the matrix. The
prepreg-tapes were placed on the pipe
elbow with an overlap of the tapes in the
inner radius to obtain a face-to face layup in the outer radius (Fig. 7). This was the
only way to avoid gaps between the individual tape layers. In addition, a ceramic
fibre fleece was applied between the inner metal pipe and the outer CMC jacket
as an interface to reduce thermal stresses
due to the mismatch of thermal expansion.
The laminated pipe was subsequently pyro
lysed to convert the polymer matrix into a
stable SiOC ceramic. The ceramic conversion was performed at low temperature
<800 °C. The hybrid pipe with multiple
sensors was installed in a coal fired power
plant (Grosskraftwerk Mannheim/DE) and
was tested successfully for more than three
years (Fig. 8).

Net-shape airfoils based on 3D
textiles
Lightweight and robust components are
required to further decrease energy consumption in hot gas engines or high tem-

perature furnace processes. By using CMC,
the density can be reduced up to one third
compared to conventional nickel alloys or
steel. Oxidation and corrosion problems in
the combustion environment can be overcome. In addition, with its high temperature
resistance, CMC is a promising candidate
for more efficient combustion processes.
Airfoils are key components for fan wheels
in turbine engines. The shape of such components is very complex, and thin-walled
parts are needed. Moreover, the ceramic
fibres have to be aligned in the load-bearing direction, so that the part can withstand
the high thermomechanical loads.
Within the project AirfOx [11], textile preforms for airfoils are produced in a single
step. Highly sensitive oxide fibres are manufactured to woven net-shaped 3D preforms
by using a double rapier weaving machine.
For flexible structure design, the plant is
equipped with a Texmer creel for a balanced
yarn tension, a warp beam harness for the
draw warp and an Unival jacquard device
for individual control of the more than 4000
warp threads. It also has special rapiers for
processing the brittle ceramic fibres and a
E 41
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Fig. 9 Airfoil shape made from load-bearing 3D fibre textile
preform

linear take-off for pressure-sensitive multilayer structures [3]. In the project, a loadadapted near-net shape airfoil preform with
a multilayer structure is being developed
to achieve the required wall thickness of
<2 mm.
Computer simulation of the bond structure
as well as the final loads in application
support the development of an optimized
load-bearing fibre preform (Fig. 9). The project is currently developing a multi-stage
pressure-assisted infiltration process for
complex 3D fibre preforms. The aim is to effectively stabilise the contour of the flexible
textile preform and to perform a complete
and homogeneous matrix infiltration. Initial

tests with the pressure assisted infiltration
process were carried out with flat fibre preforms produced by textile technology. An
oxide ceramic slip based on ZrO2/Al2O3 was
used for the matrix infiltration. The plateshaped composite bodies obtained in this
way were subsequently dried and sintered.
Mechanical characterisation of these plates
was carried out via three-point bending
tests according to DIN EN 658-3.
The resulting stress-strain curves are shown
in Fig. 10 in comparison with a conventional O-CMC laminate based on matrixinfiltrated single fabric layers. It can be seen
from the plot that the pressure-infiltrated
O-CMC plate has a similar strength level to

Fig. 11 Use of the ceramic lance for measuring
the gas flow and gas composition in a waste
incineration plant at MälarEnergi in Västerås/SE
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Fig. 10 Characteristic stress-strain curves of the pressure-infiltrated and
the laminated O-CMC plate in comparison

the conventionally laminated plate in the
range of 450 MPa, which can be taken as
evidence of very good matrix infiltration.

Joint O-CMC-alumina hybrid
lances
Specific sensors can help to obtain as much
information as possible from high temperature processes to make these processes
more efficient. A gas measuring lance was
developed for use in high-temperature furnaces that can determine temperature, gas
composition and gas flow.
Firstly, the functional test was carried out
in a roller furnace, followed by a field test
in an incineration power plant in Sweden

Fig. 12 Measurement of pressure, temperature and CO2 concentration with the
hybrid lance inside the furnace

cfi/Ber. DKG 99 (2022) No. 6
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Fig. 13 Measuring tips for temperatures
and gases made of alumina by 3D printing
joined to the head of O-CMC lances

Fig. 14 Schematic drawing of a micro
gas turbine including the demonstrator
”stator“ on the front side
(Copyright Euro-K)

(Fig. 11). As part of the European project
FuDiPO, on site measurements of pressure,
temperature and CO2 concentration were
carried out with the ceramic lance [12, 13]
(Fig. 12).
Moreover, gases can be sampled and measured with an external mobile test stand. The
structure of the ceramic lance is a material
hybrid which combines an O-CMC tube,
various alumina measuring tips and a metal
grip. The O-CMC tubes were manufactured
using filament winding, whereas the ceram
ic tips were made by 3D printing (Fig. 13).
The integrated inner tubes, which are also
made of alumina, contain the thermo
couples.
All materials were precisely machined before joining. To achieve the complex ceramic
geometry in combination with the required
length of about 1,5 m, joinings were made.
These joints with high durability were made
by form-fit and material bonding. Specific
glass solders with the composition SiO2–
MgO–CaO–Al2O3 were used for the mater
ial bonding and surface sealing, as these
crystallise at high temperatures and form
high temperature stable ceramic phases
such as spinel [14].

strength up to 1250 °C [15]. The mater
ial must work in burning gas atmospheres
with a certain water vapour content. Until
now, O-CMCs have a matrix porosity which
is around 30 vol.-%. The large porosity
contributes to a weak fibre-matrix interface
and enables a quasi-ductile fracture behaviour.
On the other hand, the porosity might cause
the mechanical instability of the component
at high temperatures and increase the risk
of penetration of hot corrosive gases into
the component.
To overcome these problems, material improvements are required. A wet-chemical
fibre coating technology was used to protect the fibres against degradation [16].
Since the weak-interface concept needs a
low-friction coating on the fibres’ surface if
the matrix is dense with low porosity, a thin
coating made of aluminium phosphate was
applied on the Nextel™ 720 fibres.
In addition to sealing the open porosity –
lower than 10 vol.-% – of the matrix by
infiltration and pyrolysis of silicone resins,
moreover, a surface coating based on a
crystallizing ceramic-glass solder was applied to close the open porosity on the
outer surface. Though the quasi-ductile
fracture behaviour remained intact, it could
be shown in mechanical tests that both
procedures – densification by PIP together
with fibre coating or sealing the surface –
did not reduce either the strength nor the
strain-to-failure.
To show the viability of the manufacturing
concept, silica fabric prepregs were used to
obtain a prototype (Fig. 15). The material
will be tested in turbine environments in a
next step.

Stators for micro gas turbines
The development of the stator for micro gas
turbines is based on several interconnected
as well as consecutive elements along the
value chain (Fig. 14). For the final purpose
of creating a properly designed O-CMC stator, several technological problems need to
be solved.
The challenge of the project doMiGat was
to design a stator made from O-CMC, which
is highly dense and which exhibits a high
cfi/Ber. DKG 99 (2022) No. 6

Fig. 15 Laminating study of a stator for
micro gas turbines made of woven silica
fabric and Al2O3–SiO2 matrix

Conclusions
Technical progress in the manufacturing of
oxide CMC has been achieved in recent years
due to the transformation from manual to
semi-automated processes. Meanwhile, improved textile techniques can process brittle
oxide ceramic fibres to produce 2D- and 3D
preforms. 2D preforms from these processes
can either be impregnated with oxide slurries by a foulard process to obtain prepregs,
followed by a lamination when large parts
are required. Automatic cutting of prepregs
to the desired size and shape facilitates the
homogeneity and quality of the process and
the product. 3D preforms can be infiltrated
directly with pressure support. Both techniques allow the complete impregnation of
matrices into the fibre bundles of dry textile preforms and enable the production of
near-net-shape components with high reproducibility. Joining technologies are available when very long or geometrical complex
parts are required. More recently, low-cost
CMC have been developed. They are based
on cheaper raw materials such as silica or
basalt fibres and a sintering process below
1000 °C [17]. Considering use of auto
mated production processes, oxide CMCs
are becoming increasingly competitive with
metal structures.
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Development of Ceramic Electrodes for Spark Plugs:
Materials Selection
W. Harrer, A. Tilz, M. Engelmayer, M. Gruber, R. Danzer, W. Fimml

Wear resistance and durability are a challenge for current spark plug metal electrodes (e.g. Pt–Rh electrodes) due to increasing requirements (e.g. in terms of ignition voltage or temperature). Therefore, new
attempts are being made to replace conventional materials with superior ones. The demand is: low life
cycle costs and an acceptable durability. Therefore, high melting temperature, high thermal conductivity,
good thermal shock resistance and high corrosion/oxidation resistance must be provided by the new
materials. This work gives an overview on ceramic material groups which could be appropriate for spark
plugs electrodes in large gas engines. Initial investigations were carried out to reduce the number of possible materials. Three large groups of ceramics (high entropy ceramics, oxides and MAX-phases) could
already be excluded during the literature study. Sample materials from the groups of silicides, carbides,
nitrides and borides was selected for preliminary experiments investigating functional as well as mechan
ical behaviour. Investigations into borides showed a poor performance in terms of wear, the others seem
to be promising candidates for the application as spark plug electrodes in large gas engines.
Introduction
Today’s range of applications for large bore
gas engines is extremely diverse. For example, they are well suited to compensate
peak loads (e.g. due to a start-up of industrial plants) and grid instabilities in the electrical power supply (e.g. due to the usage of
windmills and photovoltaic power plants).
Life cycle costs are key in the development
and operation of large gas engines, with
maintenance intervals being a crucial factor.
Spark plugs, and especially their electrodes,
are exposed to extreme conditions limiting
their lifetime. Reliable and accurate ignition of the air-fuel mixture must be ensured
for efficient operation. The durability of the
electrodes determines the maintenance
intervals and thus significantly contributes
to the life cycle.
In this harsh environment, spark plugs are
subject to severe wear, which is caused by
several factors, such as oxidation and erosion. These effects increase the required
ignition voltage due to the rising gap between the receding electrodes until reliable ignition of the mixture can no longer
be guaranteed. If it succeeds to enhance
the wear behaviour, life time of the spark
plugs can be extended and service intervals
cfi/Ber. DKG 99 (2022) No. 6

prolonged. In this context, conventional
(precious) metal electrodes (e.g. Pt–Rh
electrodes) are challenged with regard to
wear resistance and durability. Additionally,
these rare metals are expensive. Therefore,
it is intended to replace them with new materials or material combinations. With the
help of the present work, spark plugs with
increased lifetime based on economically
and environmentally acceptable materials
can be developed.
Due to their excellent high temperature
properties, good thermal shock behaviour
and excellent wear resistance, ceramics
seem to be promising candidates to replace
conventional electrodes. Another important
advantage of ceramics, compared to conventional electrodes, are the significantly
lower costs due to the absence of precious
metals. However, one challenging limitation
is that ceramics are normally non-conduct
ors. Thus, promising electrically conductive
ceramic materials, which are suitable for
spark plug electrodes, must be identified
during an extended literature research.
Furthermore, these materials must have an
excellent ignition and thermal shock resistance. To develop spark plug electrodes with
an enhanced lifetime, improved wear resist-

ance compared to their metal counterparts
must also be ensured.
Therefore, the goals of this project are the
manufacturing of spark plugs with ceramic
electrodes, functional tests on a component
test rig (an arc test rig) as well as mechan
ical characterisation of the electrode mater
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Fig. 1 Sketch of the energy balance of an arc discharge on the surface of a metallic cathode together
with correlated wear mechanisms [3]

ials to rate expected performance and reliability during manufacturing and in service.

Loads and requirements for
spark plugs
During operation spark plugs are exposed
to high loads. Influences to their operating
behaviour come from the high pressures,
high temperatures, high voltages, used airfuel mixtures, high charge motion and vibrations. Other important points are oxidation
and erosion of the electrodes. Temperature
has an especially big influence on wear, for
example a temperature of 800 °C is a critic
al value concerning the electrode wear [1].
Here it should be mentioned that the cooling
of the spark plug is mainly accomplished by
the metal part (thread and electrode holder) of the spark plug, for which accordingly
high thermal conductivity is desirable. High
voltages (break down voltages up to 35 kV)
also significantly influence the spark plug
wear in combination with high tempera
tures, which can reach several thousand °C
in vicinity of the arc root position.
In this context, erosion processes were analysed among others by Scherjau et al. and
Rager et al., [2, 3]. High electrode wear can
occur because of reduced thermal contact

Fig. 2 Heavily corroded electrode [4]

Fig. 3 Metallic electrode where the gap
has grown together [4]

to the cooling sleeve, high oxygen content
in the fuel mixture, or due to corrosion of
the electrodes. Additionally, sputtering effects due to ion impact coming from the
developed plasma between the electrodes
cannot be neglected [3]. A sketch with the
typical wear mechanisms for electrodes can
be seen in Fig. 1 [3], Fig. 2 shows heavily
worn electrodes [4]. In metallic electrodes
(especially Pt-electrodes) bridge gapping
can also occur (Fig. 3). With regard to this
topic, two mechanisms must be mentioned.
On one hand, particles from the combustion process may interact with the electrode
surface and close the electrode gap, and
on the other hand, bubbles can form in the
electrode material, which can also cause
the gap to close [4].
In the following, the preliminary considerations for ceramic material selection are
elaborated. As the secondary voltage of the
ignition system provides information about
the condition of the spark plug, a significant influence of the electrode material on
the mentioned parameter is to be expected.
Therefore, as a first step, the electrical par
ameters of the standard spark plug were
measured to enable the search for electrode
materials with similar electrical parameters.

According to Pischinger [5], large gas engines reach cylinder temperatures of more
than 1000 °C and cylinder pressures of
more than 150 bar. It should be noted that
today’s large gas engines reach significantly
higher values. The secondary voltage of the
ignition system is influenced by the ignition
gap, the electrical conductivity of the used
materials, the pressure and the combustion
concept. The secondary voltage is limited in
the range of 35 kV. The lifetime of the spark
plug should be as long as possible.

Fig. 4 Groups of ceramics, which were identified as possible electrode materials through
an extended literature study; crossed out material groups were not be investigated any
further
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Materials selection
First, seven promising material groups were
identified on the basis of a comprehensive
literature study. Criteria for a pre-selection
were good electric conductivity and high resistance against wear and oxidation/corrosion. Further requirements are high thermal
conductivity, high melting-/boiling point
(assumed for most ceramic materials) and
good thermal shock resistance.
Another important point is that they must
have sufficient ductility for manufacturing
and handling. If possible, they also should
have a high atomic weight, and in consequence, a high density; the latter mentioned
is typically unusual for ceramics. A first selection of possible ceramics, which is based
on availability and expected performance, is
shown in Fig. 4.
In order to reduce the number of possible
candidates, an initial preselection based on
the information received through the literature study was made. Because of insufficient
availability, the novel group of high entropy
ceramics were excluded. Literature research
has shown that MAX phases have restricted
availability and may be protected through
patents; therefore, they were also excluded.
Since the thermal and electrical conductivity
of oxides are poor in general, this group of
cfi/Ber. DKG 99 (2022) No. 6
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Fig. 5 Sketch of an electrode and position at the spark plug

materials was not further pursued. Therefore, the investigations were limited to the
following four groups of materials: borides,
silicides, nitrides and carbides. The first selection criteria for a specific material in each
group were balanced functional behaviour
and wear characteristics at high temperatures. Based on this information, one sample material from each group of borides,
silicides, nitrides and carbides was chosen
for tests: LaB6, MoSi2, Si3N4 and SiC.
The literature study showed that selected
materials from the borides group have an
excellent electrical conductivity but a high
porosity and a low fracture toughness [6, 7].
High porosity is disadvantageous for the
thermal conductivity and the oxidation behaviour but may be beneficial in terms of
thermo-shock resistance. Another disadvantage comes from the relatively high costs of
the material which are, however, still lower
compared to the currently used precious
metals.
The selected representative from the silicide
material group (MoSi2) is widely available,
but exhibits at room temperature brittle
behaviour and low strength. However, the
strength increases at high temperatures.
Particular attention was paid to oxidation
resistance [8]; with exception for temperatures between 400–600 °C, a good oxida
tion behaviour is observed. In the region
between 400–600 °C, the selected material
has an accelerated oxidation ending with
disintegration into lumps of powders, other
wise known as pesting. Pesting typ
ically
appears in specimens of low density and increases with higher porosity [8]. The mater
ial exhibits good electrical conductivity and
acceptable thermal conductivity. Selected
representatives from the nitride and carbide
cfi/Ber. DKG 99 (2022) No. 6

Fig. 6 Sketch of the arc test rig [15]

groups (Si3N4 and SiC, respectively) have excellent mechanical properties (even at high
temperatures), in common [9]. However, due
to the insufficient electrical conductivity, the
chosen materials were made conductive
through addition of a second phase. Here it
must be taken into account that a second
phase which increases the electrical conductivity may influence other properties.
Adding a second phase in Si3N4 and SiC
leads to an excellent electrical conductivity, but could cause problems in oxidation
above temperatures of 800 °C [10, 11].
Furthermore, in reducing atmospheres,
hydrolysation may occur and can compromise the here intended application. According to supplied data sheets, the thermal conductivity (20 W/m·K) is acceptable
and the coefficient of thermal expansion
(CTE) is in the range of 2,7–4,5 ppm/K. The
silicon nitride material has a reduced, but
still high strength, of about 630 MPa. For
SiC, the representative of the carbide material group, a second phase was used to
achieve an average electrical conductivity.
An advantage of the chosen SiC is its good
oxidation resistance. Additionally, the chosen SiC material has an excellent thermal
conductivity of 40–70 W/m·K and a CTE
in the range of 3,0–4,5 ppm/K. The bending strength is approximately 550 MPa (all
values for the mentioned materials are according to the supplier).

Experimental procedure
To get a first impression of the mechanical
behaviour of the selected materials, Young’s
modulus [12] and fracture toughness
(SEVNB-method [13, 14]) were measured.
Young’s modulus was measured by static
flexure of a thin beam in four-point bending

with a testing machine type MIDI (Messphysik) with a loading rate of 0,5 mm/min.
For each material at least six specimens
were tested, except for the boride mater
ial group sample (due to lack of sample).
For using the SEVNB-method, a pre-notch
is honed with a diamond saw blade. Afterwards a transverse notch is honed into the
face of a flexural beam test specimen using
a razor blade and diamond paste. Afterwards the specimens were fractured in four
point bending with a testing machine Zwick
Z010 (loading rate 0,5 mm/min). Then, the
notch depth was measured by use of a
stereo microscope Olympus SZH 10 on the
fractured surfaces. The fracture toughness
was computed by the conventional equation given in [13].
To check the ignition system behaviour
when using the spark plugs with the selected ceramic electrodes, first tests were
conducted on a component test rig (the arc
test rig) before the spark plugs were tested
in real engine operation. The arc test rig
enables similar boundary conditions at the
spark plug as in the engine at ignition timing in terms of pressure (up to 60 bar) and
flow velocity (up to 30 m/s).
For the Arc Test Rig (ATR), tests of each
selected material, six electrodes were pro
duced. The electrodes had a cylind
ric
al
shape with a diameter of 2,5 mm and height
of 0,5 mm (Fig. 5). The sample surface was
ground with a grain size of 15 µm (D15)
and examined in a SEM type JEOL JCM6000plus before and after the tests to track
the wear behaviour. One pair of electrodes
from each material group was mounted
to an adapted standard spark plug. By re
using standard engine part, when possible,
the investigated setup should remain simiE 47
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Tab. 1 Measured mechanical properties of the four ceramic materials
Material
Young’s modulus E [GPa]
Fracture toughness KIc [MPa√m],
(SEVNB)

LaB6

MoSi2

Si3N4

SiC

–

306 ± 2

342 ± 10

361 ± 43

1,3 ± 0,1

3,1 ± 0,1

4,8 ± 0,4

3,0 ± 0,3

lar to the standard engine. A sketch of the
arc test rig [15] can be found in Fig. 6. For
the first tests with the arc test rig, the pressure was varied from 0–50 bar at ambient
temperature, as in the given temperature
range (up to 80 °C) no significant influence
on the material and ignition behaviour was
expected. To keep the size of the measure
ment matrix manageable and as the results of the pressure variation are more
meaningful, no additional flow vel
ocity
vari
ation was performed. A Photron SAX2 high speed camera was used to check
the arc behaviour (length, position, movement), the number and size of particle ejection (for wear determination) and if the arc
roots are located on the electrode surface
or not. The secondary voltage of the ignition
system was also recorded with a DL850EV
ScopeCorder Vehicle Edition oscilloscope
from Yokogawa GmbH. This measurement
was performed with a 1000:1 high voltage
clamp, Sparkscan 1 from Motortech GmbH.

The probe was connected to the scope with
a 7012-50 ScopeCorder measuring module
at a sampling rate of 10 MS/s with 12 bit
resolution.
The first step were reference measurements
with the standard spark plug and pressure ranging from 0–50 bar. Afterwards,
the same tests were repeated for spark
plugs with modified electrodes. The measurements were performed at five angular
positions at ambient pressure and on one
angular position at the increased pressures.
For the first experiments performed, it was
sufficient to fix the electrodes to the spark
plug using an adhesive bond.

Initial results and discussion
In Tab. 1 the results of the measured mechanical properties are summarised. The
Young’s modulus is relatively high for Si3N4
and low for SiC, respectively, compared to
literature values [9]. This may be attributed
to the alloying elements and to a relatively

Fig. 7 a–d Comparison of the secondary voltage trace of the standard spark plug (red)
and of the modified spark plug (blue) at 50 bar for (a) LaB6, (b) MoSi2, (c) Si3N4 and (d) SiC

Fig. 8 a–b Typical arc watched for SiC-electrodes: (a) at a pressure of 0 bar an arc with
only low brightness in the electrode gap can be seen; (b) at a pressure of 50 bar a bright
arc was visible. The arc root was mostly seen on the planar electrode surface. Furthermore, low particle ejection seems to occur.
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high porosity (the high porosity was verified
by micro-sections, without pictures in this
paper) in the case of SiC. The samples made
of LaB6 show a poor fracture toughness,
while the fracture toughness of the Si3N4
and SiC samples is in the expected range
for this class of materials. However, the
relatively high fracture toughness of MoSi2
was surprising and may also be caused by
(unknown) additives.
The objective of the ATR-tests performed
were to compare the ignition system behaviour when using the t-adapted standard
spark plug with ceramic electrodes to that
of the standard spark plug. As the secondary voltage provides information about the
condition of the spark plug, this characteristic value was investigated in particular at pressures of 0–50 bar (data is only
pres
ented for the experiments at 50 bar
since the comparative parameters can be
seen more clearly at high pressure than
at low pressure, see Fig. 7). Furthermore,
the optical investigations should give information regarding the arc behaviour, for
example, to investigate the arc root position on the electrode surface and to investigate particle ejection (for examples see
Fig. 8).
The investigated materials showed similar
behaviour concerning the secondary voltage traces: a sample result is shown in
Fig. 7 for the spark plug with LaB6, MoSi2,
Si3N4 and SiC electrodes. The secondary
voltage trace in kV is plotted over the time
in [ms]. The measurements of the standard
spark plug are shown in red and those of
the spark plug with ceramic electrode in
blue. Each measurement point was repeated two times with 50 consecutive cycles
recorded per measurement point. In Fig. 7
all repetitions of one measurement point at
50 bar are shown.
An earlier timing of the voltage drop of
the measurements with the ceramic spark
plug can be observed, whereas the voltage
gradient at the first peak is similar for all
shown measurements. The voltage traces of
the investigated spark plugs after the first
peak are similar.
The difference in the timing of the first drop
of the secondary voltage is considered to be
neglectable. Should this difference cause
any disadvantages during engine operation, it can be mitigated by adjustment of
the ignition timing [16]. All other observed
cfi/Ber. DKG 99 (2022) No. 6
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differences in the secondary voltage trace
seem to be little, so that no significant influence in engine operation is expected
[16].
Generally, the ceramic spark plug electrodes
investigated showed similar results with
regard to the optical recordings. In Fig. 8
are typical images at ambient pressure
(left image) and at 50 bar (right image) are
shown for a spark plug with SiC electrodes:
in the left image the mass electrode holder
is oriented on the left side and in the right
image the mass electrode holder is located
behind the electrodes. At ambient pressure,
the arc root position is in the electrode gap,
its intensity is low, typical for low pressure
and low arc deflection is observed. At high
pressure, the typical high arc intensity is visible. The arc deflection is also significantly
higher than for the results at the image at
0 bar.
The arc roots were mostly seen in the electrode gap; only few events show arc roots
on the lateral surface of the electrodes.
Low particle ejection was observed. It must
be noted that measurements with LaB6
showed different behaviour.
In the optical measurements from the spark
plug with LaB6 electrodes, particle ejection
could be observed. The arc roots at low
pressure were again observed in the electrode gap. Only few events show arc roots
on the lateral surface of the electrodes. At
elevated pressure, breakdown of the arc
through the ceramic could be observed.
It is assumed that the theoretical considerations in terms of electrical and physical
parameter agree with the measurements,
as the arc root position is generally in the
electrode gap and the measurements of the
secondary voltage were as expected. Only
the measurements with LaB6 indicate, that
high electrode wear is to be expected due
to the particle ejection; this was confirmed
by the SEM investigations. Also, the occurrence of the arc root position in the joint
of the ceramic and the electrode holder indicates that this material is unsuitable for
spark plug electrodes.
To get an impression of the wear and tear
caused by the experiments, the surfaces
of the electrodes were examined via SEM
before and after the ATR tests. Figs. 9–12
show a visual comparison of these investigations for LaB6, MoSi2, Si3N4 and SiC. On
the original surfaces it can be recognised
cfi/Ber. DKG 99 (2022) No. 6

Fig. 9 a–b Surface of LaB6 (a) before and (b) after the ATR-experiments; holes in the
surface and flake off of large parts of the surface could be evidenced

Fig. 10 a–b Surface of MoSi2 (a) before and (b) after the ATR-experiments; although this
material also has a high level of porosity, wear is significantly lower than that of LaB6

Fig. 11 a–b Surface of Si3N4 (a) before and (b) after the ATR-experiments. After the experiments only relatively little wear was found, but formations of deposits or precipitations
on the surface (white spots in Fig. 11 b were observed)

Fig. 12 a–b Surface of SiC (a) before and (b) after the ATR-experiments. It was found that
SiC showed a good performance against wear and tear under the given conditions

that LaB6 and MoSi2 have a high porosity
(probably open porosity) whereas no porosity was found on the surface of Si3N4.
For SiC a few larger pores and more small
pores were found on the surface. After the
experiments the surfaces of all materials
showed wear. The most severe wear was
found on the surface of LaB6 (Fig. 9 b),

while only minimal wear was found for SiC
(Fig. 12 b).

Conclusions
Although LaB6 has a good electric conduct
ivity the results of the ATR-tests were not
satisfying. The wear resistance of the ma
terial is relatively poor and flake off of large
E 49
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parts of the electrode surface occurred during
the ATR tests. This could be due to the fact
that the material has a high porosity and the
thermal and/or chemical resistance under the
tested conditions is insufficient. Furthermore,
the fracture toughness of the material is low
which can cause problems for machining and
during mounting of the electrodes. Thus, LaB6
was ruled out for the further investigation of
new electrode materials.
For all materials only slight differences of
the breakdown voltage between the cer
amic electrode and the standard material
were found. However, these differences in
the breakdown voltage can be neglected
since they can be compensated by different measures (for example by changing
the ignition timing). For the experiments
with MoSi2, Si3N4 and SiC electrodes at a
pressure of 50 bar, the high-speed camera
recordings showed that the arc root was
mostly seen on the planar electrode, as
intended. The fracture toughness of these
three materials is in the expected range for
advanced ceramics. For MoSi2 the fracture
toughness is even unexpectedly high. Wear
was visible on all electrode surfaces after
the experiments. However, the wear behaviour must be investigated further, especially
under real-life conditions, in order to obtain
meaningful results.
In summary it can be said that MoSi2, SiC
and Si3N4 are currently the most promising
candidates for application in spark plugs
and were selected for further investigations.
In the next steps mechanical, electrical and
thermal properties of the selected materials
must be investigated in order to obtain further information about their performance in
this application. Investigations of strength,
hardness, electrical conductivity, coefficient
of thermal expansion and oxidation behaviour are therefore ongoing work.
Additionally, SEM-investigations of cross
sections and oxidised surfaces after further

ATR and real engine tests will be carried out
to get further information about microstructure and surface changes as well as wear
rates and wear mechanisms. Subsequently,
durability tests with the newly developed
electrodes under application-related conditions shall be carried out on a single and
a multicylinder engine to investigate the
functionality of these electrodes. Additional
information about the combustion behaviour of engines, using spark plugs with the
new electrode material will be acquired.
An important topic, especially for a possible industrial application, is the connection
of the ceramic electrodes and the spark
plug. This also must be solved in future
work.
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Influence of Friction Coefficient on Sintering Distortion
during the Sintering of WC10Co
Y. Deng, A. Kaletsch, Ch. Broeckmann

Liquid Phase Sintering (LPS) is an effective process to manufacture high-performance, multiple phase

components from powders. However, sintered components may show geometrical distortion due to the
friction between the sintering substrate and the green body during the sintering process. To minimise this
distortion, simulations were used in this work to map the effects of friction between the sintered substrate
and the green bodies during the LPS process. The material studied is a WC–Co cemented carbide with a
Co content of 10 %. With experimentally determined material properties, a sintering model was implemented, that allows the prediction of the final geometry and the grain size of the sintered components. By
considering the friction coefficients in the finite element modelling, the sintering distortion can be precisely
predicted. This simulation method was first validated on demonstration components before the real studies were conducted. In addition, the geometry of the green body can be further optimized using “inverse
optimization” within the simulation, to produce near-net-shape components.
1 Introduction
Sintering processes exhibit great success
in producing dense components for a very
wide range of materials, especially those
that are difficult to machine during postprocessing. The green bodies are generally prepared by powder die compaction
in order to be able to manufacture close to
shape and to have little machining after
wards. These green bodies with a relative
density of about 60 % usually, experience
large volume shrinkage during subsequent
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sintering. This shrinkage must be taken
into account during manufacturing. During
sintering, the frictional forces between the
sintering substrate and the component to
be sintered are opposite to the direction of
shrinkage and hinder the isotropic shrinkage of the component. Thus, a large distortion of the sintered part often occurs close
to the sintering substrate.
Therefore, further mechanical post-processing is often required to achieve the production tolerances, which provokes high costs
that are directly reflected in the component
price [1–3].
Nowadays the studies of sintering behaviours and shrinkage distortion mainly focus
on the microstructure characterisation
in the literature [4–6], whereas very few
works try to understand the influence of
gravity and friction on the sintering distortion [7]. However, in real production, these
two factors have strong influences on the
final shape of the products. To understand
these influences, the authors have performed both experiments and simulation on
Liquid Phase Sintering (LPS) of a WC–Cocemented carbide in this work. As a sintering process, LPS enables the consolidation
of powder compacts containing more than

one component at a temperature above the
solidus of one powder components, i.e., in
the presence of a liquid [8].
At the macroscopic level, a numerical
model using Finite Element (FE) method
for LPS has been developed and published
[9], which was used in this work to predict
the sintering shrinkage. An in-house built
experimental setup was used to experimentally determine the temperature-dependent
friction coefficients between the sintering
substrate and the green bodies so that
they can be quantitatively described in the
model. Based on the FE modelling, the sintering distortion of the sintered component
was explicitly predicted taking into account
the interaction with the sinter substrate.
Based on the conclusions drawn, several
design guidelines are given, that can help to
produce near-net-shape components with a
minimal effect of friction on the sintering
distortion.

2 Experimental procedures
The standard available cemented carbide
WC-10 mass-% Co (WC10Co) was selected
for the investigation of LPS. The cold isostatically pressed WC10Co specimens intended
for the parameter identification were proE 51
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Fig. 1 Experimental set-up for the determination of the temperature-dependent friction coefficients

duced by ElementSix GmbH/DE. The mean
relative density of the green bodies was
ρ0 = 0,59 and the average grain size of the
WC powder was 1,22 μm.
To investigate the influence of the sintering substrate on the sintering distortion
during sintering, a graphite sintering substrate (Extramet AG/CH) was coated with a
graphite suspension (Metagraf C, Zschimmer & Schwarz Chemie GmbH/DE). The
experimental and numerical studies are
based on a standardised sintering process,
which was applied on the dilatometer test
for the measurement of sintering shrinkage
and the sintering in the sinter HIP furnace
for a case study of sintering distortion. The
sintering temperature was 1400 °C and the
holding time was 30 min. The heating and
cooling rates were 5 K/min and –5 K/min,
respectively.
For the simulation model, the coefficients
of static friction (μH ) and sliding friction
(μG) were required to calculate the friction
force. Since there are no literature values for
the coefficients of friction at elevated temperatures for the material pairings studied,
an experimental setup was built in-house
for this study, as shown in Fig. 1. For this
purpose, a Ceram-Aix tube furnace was
operated at different defined temperature
levels under inert gas. The material pairs
to be investigated (sintering substrates
– green bodies) were placed in the tube
furnace.
At the respective temperature level for each
measurement, the WC10Co specimen was
pushed with a rod connected to a force
sensor and operated at a constant speed of
8 mm/s. The force sensor was used to measure the friction force. For each measureE 52

ment, the static friction force (FH ) at which
the sample started to move was recorded.
The sliding friction force (FG ) was measured
while the specimen was moving at the defined speed of 8 mm/s. Eq. 1 and eq. 2 as
well as the weight of the sintered parts (FN )
were then used to calculate the coefficients
of friction.


(eq. 1)



(eq. 2)

The friction coefficients measurements were
performed at five temperature levels (25 °C,
800 °C, 1000 °C, 1200 °C and 1400 °C).

3 Material modelling and
numerical implementation
in ABAQUS

(eq. 5)

where b and c are the material constants,
δb the thickness of the liquid film, η the viscosity of the melt and R the particle radius.
The maximum relative density achieved by
particle rearrangement is assumed to be
ρl = 0,63. The sintering stress (σs) as the
driving force contributes to the densification. For LPS, it is composed additively of
a contribution from the liquid pressure (σl )
and a contribution from the solid-liquid
interface energy of σsl.
(eq. 6)



3.1 Modelling the LPS
To model the LPS process of WC10Co, a
macroscopic sintering model developed by
Riedel et al. [10, 11] for the sintering of
cemented carbide was used. The relative
density of the sintered material in the solidliquid state (ρ) correlates with the fraction
of the liquid phase (g) and the relative dens
ity of the solid phase (ρs ) as follows:


The densification due to particle rearrangement is described by the following differential equation:

(eq. 3)

The densification rate (ρ̇s) is contributed by
three mechanisms: (i) particle rearrangement (ρ̇s (r) ), (ii) melting of Co-particles (ρ̇s (m) )
and (iii) contact flattening of WC-particles
(ρ̇s (f) ).
 (eq. 4)

Details for the calculation of the individual
contributions to the sintering stress are
given in [10]. The contribution to densification due to melting is given as


(eq. 7)

In the LPS model for cemented carbides, the
flattening of the contact surfaces results
from the dissolution of WC in contact with
the liquid film and atomic diffusion of the
dissolved C and W atoms into the molten
“collar” of the sintering neck. Their centreto-centre distance is 2R (1-δ ). The flattening strain (δ ) enables the calculation of
the densification rate based on the effect
of


(eq. 8)
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The evolution of flattening strain δ depends
on the temperature (T), the particle radius
(R), the coordination number of the powder
particles (Z), and a set of material constants
(C1, Ω, δb , Db ) that describe diffusion processes:



(eq. 9)

The dissolution of W and C atoms from the
WC crystal into the melt is described by a
constant L. Furthermore, the difference between the sintering stress (eq. 6) and the
hydrostatic stress works as the driving force
for the densification.
In this case the macroscopic strain rate tensor ε˙ij , expressed in eq. 10, is treated as a
linear function of deviatoric stress tensor
(σ’ij), hydrostatic stress (σm ), sintering stress
(σs ), gas overpressure (∆p ), shear (G) and
bulk (K) viscosities of the powder compact
with δij as the Kronecker delta.


(eq. 10)

By considering the mass conservation during the sintering process the densification
rate (ρ̇) is defined as the trace of the stain
rate tensor (ε˙kk ) as given in


(eq. 11)

where ρ is the relative density of the component.
In addition to densification, the evolution
of the grain growth (R˙ ) that is defined by
Ostwald ripening is calculated by


Fig. 2 Friction coefficients between WC10Co specimens and graphite sintering substrates
with graphite coating at different temperature levels

the green bodies on sintering densification
and distortion.
Two slotted hollow cylinders made of WC10Co were used in the case study. The slot
width along the height was 10 mm. Both
hollow cylinders were generated as deformable parts and the sintering substrate was
defined as a rigid body. The initial relative
density was assumed to be homogeneous
with a value of 0,59. The initial grain size
was set as 1,2 µm. All material and model
parameters were either determined experimentally [11] or obtained from the literature [9].
Furthermore, the static and sliding friction
coefficients between the graphite sintering
substrate and the specimens imported ac-

cording to the experimental measurements
were considered in the FE model, which
incorporates Coulomb’s friction law. In add
ition to friction, the influence of the gravity
of the specimen was also explicitly considered in the modelling. After simulation of
the sintering process, the characteristic dimensions were compared with experimental
results.

4 Results and discussion
Fig. 2 shows the static and sliding friction
coefficients between the WC10Co specimens and the graphite substrates with the
graphite coating at different temperature
levels. The static friction coefficient is 0,38
on average over the entire temperature

(eq. 12)

3.2 Modelling the friction
between the sintering substrate
and the green bodies
To verify the sintering model after its implementation in the User-Material (UMAT)
subroutine and to evaluate its predictive
accuracy, the simulation of the sintering
shrinkage of WC10Co during LPS was first
carried out in ABAQUS 2020 based on the
dilatometer measurement. Thereafter, the
sintering model was used in a case study
to quantitatively investigate the influence of
friction between the sintering substrate and
cfi/Ber. DKG 99 (2022) No. 6

Fig. 3 Comparison of the length change of a WC10Co specimen after experiment and
simulation
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Fig. 4 High (Geo. 1) and flat (Geo. 2) slotted hollow cylinders before and after experiments and simulation

levels, while the sliding friction coefficient
is 0,30. It can be clearly seen that the influence of the temperature on the friction
coefficients is very limited.
On the one hand, the static friction coefficients decrease slightly with increasing
temperature level, when the temperature
is above 1000 °C. On the other hand, the
influence of temperature on the coefficients
of sliding friction is even less obvious. To
predict the sintering distortion with the
consideration of the coefficients of friction,
the measured values were implemented in
the FE models for simulation.
To validate the sintering model for LPS, the
length change and density evolution of the
WC10Co specimen were calculated during
a dilatometer test and compared with the
results obtained from the implemented sintering model. As shown in Fig. 3, the simulation shows a very good agreement with
the experiments.
In addition, the evolution of the WC grain
size calculated by the sintering simulation
was compared with the grain size obtained
from the metallographic examination of the
specimen after the dilatometer test. The deviation between the calculated and experimentally determined values is ~1 %. The
simulated grain size of the sintered specimen is ~2,6 µm. After validation of the sintering model, it can be concluded that the
sintering model is suitable to represent the
E 54

sintering behaviour of WC10Co. The model
approach can be further used for LPS of
WC10Co with complex geometries.
As aforementioned, a case study was carried out after the model validation. Two
thin-walled hollow cylinders with slot width
of 10 mm were simulated under real sintering conditions. With the consideration
of gravity and friction in the FE model, the
sintering simulation was conducted, and
the results are shown in Fig. 4. The char-

acteristic dimensions of sintered parts after
experiment and simulation are compared in
Tab. 1. Both simulations agree well with the
experimental results.
The dimensions of the experimentally and
simulated slotted hollow cylinders before
and after sintering are listed in Tab. 1 for a
quantitative comparison.
In the case of tall slotted thin-walled hollow cylinder, there is a maximum deviation
of ~2,25 % at the upper edge (Geo. 1),

Tab. 1 Dimensions of the slotted hollow cylinders (Geo. 1 and Geo. 2) made of WC10Co
[mm]
Top
Outer
Diameter
Geo. 1
Slotted
Width

72,45

After Sintering
Simulation
62,83

Experiment

64,29

63,10

64,59

Diff. [%]
–0,45

Middle

72,45

63,10

64,30

63,16

64,62

–0,30

Bottom

72,45

64,10

64,57

63,95

64,94

–0,17

Top

10,00

16,91

17,30

–2,25

Middle

10,00

17,49

17,62

–0,74

Bottom

10,00

18,42

18,55

–0,70

84,00

70,64

69,96

0,97

Height
[mm]

Geo. 2

Before
Sintering

Before
Sintering

After Sintering
Simulation

Experiment

Diff. [%]

Outer
Diameter

Middle

72,45

Slotted
width

Bottom

10,00

17,93

17,82

0,62

15,90

13,41

13,30

0,83

Height

63,10

64,31

63,24

65,03

–0,30
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while in the case of the other cylinder
(Geo. 2) there is a dimensional deviation up
to 0,66 % of the diameter in the middle of
the total height. This deviation can be attri
buted to the fact that the sintering behaviour is determined not only by friction and
material composition but also by the selected process parameters and the properties
resulting from manufacturing, such as the
green density distribution. The influences
that could result from an inhomogeneous
density distribution of the green body are
neglected in this simulation model.

5 Summary and outlook
In this work, the influences of the friction
between WC10Co and a graphite sintering
substrate as well as gravity on distortion in
liquid phase sintering of WC10Co were numerically investigated. For this purpose, the
friction coefficients were first determined experimentally using a self-designed setup. By
implementing the experimentally determined
friction coefficients into the numerical models, the effects of friction can be revealed.
However, a precise prediction of the sintering behaviour relies also on a validated sintering model that includes experimentally
determined green body properties, such
as grain size and initial density, which can
strongly influence the sintering activity. In

addition, the influences of external factors,
e.g., gravitation, must also be considered.
Both the green body properties and the external forces can lead to sintering distortion.
To avoid or minimise sintering distortion,
the sintering substrate should be selected
in a way that the friction is as low as possible in the temperature ranges in which the
samples exhibit high sintering activity and
thus high sintering shrinkage.
Due to friction and gravity, sintering distortion occurs at different positions of the
components. Sintering simulation using a
validated sintering model that takes into
account both the material properties and
the external forces can work as a virtual
sintering process. This virtual process makes
it possible to accelerate the development
phase by optimizing the geometry of the
green bodies to achieve the production of
components with the desired tolerance. In
this way, near-net-shape manufacturing can
be achieved in real production.
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High Precision in Powder Compaction –
Innovative Press Solutions
L. Lackner

The automotive industry offers with every new type or model more and more features and functions, thus

the cars become increasingly more sophisticated and complex. Nevertheless, the reliability is not affected
and unplanned stops, caused by faulty components are in general a rare incident. The base to make this
happen is the high-quality level of all components, which finally form every car. Here is the challenge for
the producers of these components, whether they supply the part itself or an entire assembly: All parts and
assemblies have to be of perfect quality, meeting tight tolerances even for complicated geometry. And this
top level must be kept constantly in a 24/7 production. When producing compacts from metal powder, the
compaction is the most important step in shaping and has a major effect on the accuracy of the compacts.
Thus, the press manufacturers permanently make efforts to improve the performance of the powder and
sizing presses. Today, the machine itself has reached a top level and uses the available state-of-the-art
technology. Therefore, other elements come into focus to achieve further progress: E.g. the analysis of
the process engineering and measures to improve the die filling. In addition, the smart use of the data
available from the machine and the compacts produced, can significantly contribute to stabilise the part
quality and settle an enhanced standard.
In the following presentation, some important topics are looked at, influencing the main characteristics of
a pressed part, namely weight, height and density. Additionally, some options to minimise their fluctuation
during a long production run will be described.
1 Weight variations

1.1 Reasons for weight variations
Usually, the weight varies from compact
to compact. Although this is for standard
powders within the close range of ±0,5 %
of the part weight only, it is an important
parameter for the compact quality.
The simplest reason for weight variations is
the difference in filling from stroke to stroke,

Lutz Lackner
DORST Technologies GmbH & Co. KG
82431 Kochel am See, Germany
E-mail: info@dorst.de
www.dorst-technologies.com
Keywords: accuracy in powder pressing,
improvements in filling, compacts opti
mizing, tolerances minimising
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caused by the random flow of the powder
into the die. The machine provides exactly
the same cavity volume during every cycle.
However, temperature and air humidity as
well as friction within the powder itself and
between the powder and the filling device
assembly (hopper, hose, tube and fill shoe)
can differ from stroke to stroke and may result in a kind of a stick-slip effect, leading
to the variation in weight. Additionally, the
powder slightly varies from lot to lot and a
new powder batch differs in flow ability, consequently changing die filling and weight.
Also, the kind of powder mix may affect the
flow. In not bonded mixes the segregation
of the constituents can lead to fill and thus
weight variation. During the transport of
the powder from the manufacturer to the
user and also internally at the user’s plant,
bumps acting on the big bags initiate the
particles to separate in sections. This effect
can be minimised by using bonded powders, if available.

Another important factor is the appearance
of magnetism. This can be caused by the
tool or the tool adaption parts, which then
contaminate the machine and/or machine
elements. Such magnetism can be the reason for remarkable variation in part weight,
because it heavily affects the uniform powder flow. The only way to prevent from this,
is to avoid magnetism in every single step of
machining of tool components.

1.2 Actions to improve the filling
1.2.1 Powder hopper design
The general aspects sound rather trivial,
however, have remarkable influence on the
continuous uniform filling of the powder
and thus on the part weight:
• The inner surface of the powder hopper
needs to be smooth.
• On the hopper inside no edges or areas
with recess are allowed. On such corners
powder may stay for a while and thus
cfi/Ber. DKG 99 (2022) No. 6
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be a little pre-compacted by gravity and
then fall into the bulk, creating an area
of higher density powder. If such powder
moves through the hoses into the die, it
will increase the weight of an individual
compact.
• The design of the necessary fixing elem
ents and the level sensors inside the hopper must not interfere this smoothness.
• The shape of the cone is to be adapted.
•The connection between the hopper and
the hose must be free of edges and corners, where powder can cause a deposit.
• The arrangement of the hoses should be
symmetric and in no case disturb the uniform powder flow from the hopper into
the hoses.
The design of such an optimized hopper is
displayed in Fig. 1.

1.2.2 Fill shoe design

Fig. 1 Massflow hopper

•
Depending on the individual compact
geometry, the fill shoe design can be customized. A big part, asking for much powder, needs not only a fill shoe, capable to
contain and transfer the volume of powder necessary to reach the correct weight
of the part. Additionally, the fill system
has to grant that the powder can flow
with adequate speed to replace the volume, delivered to the cavity. This is taken
care by correct correlation of volume of
the fill shoe and the diameter of the hose/
tube connection to the hopper.
• Not only it’s size, but as well the design is
of great influence. It makes a considerable
difference, whether the fill tube is assembled at the front of the fill shoe or at its
end. When the tube ends close to the die
plate at the front of the fill shoe, much
better and uniform filling of flat parts with
a large area is achieved (e.g. compressor
plates), whereas fill tubes at the end of
the fill shoe make available a bigger volume of powder within the fill shoe itself
and are more favourable for compacts of
high volume (e.g. carrier, pulleys).
• Also, the angle of the tube importing the
powder from the hose into the fill shoe
needs the appropriate angel to avoid
interruption of the powder flow. The design has also to consider that the air, escaping from the cavity, must not disturb
or interrupt the powder flow. For this
purpose, the tubes are adjustable in angle
and distance to the fill plate to set them

according to the cavity. This is mainly
done by expert operators, manually tuning the fill tubes, until the satisfying result
in die filling is reached. This process may
take some time and produce many scrap
parts. This empirical procedure has no
repeatability and completely depends on
the operator. Even adjusting scales do not
grant for the same performance, when set
to same values as during the last successful production run.
• A very helpful solution is the “fill tube
changing system”, which is to be used
as a part of the tool: When a tool change
takes place, also the fill tubes are changed
– with the adjustment of the now finished
successful production. When this tool is
prepared for the next production campaign, also the ready set fill tube changing system returns to the press and is
installed, granting the same fill behaviour
as last time.
• Furthermore, the number of tubes influences the proper die fill: E.g. the even fill
of a large ring is easier to adjust, when
there are at least two tubes arranged at
the diameter of the ring, instead of one
tube in the centre. Vice versa is valid for a
solid cylindrical compact.
Since the fill shoe is in danger to crash
with the upper ram, it should be in the collision area as short as possible, therefore,
its geometry has a major effect on the pro
ductivity.
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The stroke rate of every part is influenced
by the time needed to provide the powder
to the cavity. A high and chunky fill shoe
has the advantage to contain a big volume
of powder, but on the other hand needs
long time to move in and out the collision
endangered area under the top punch.
The option to increase the speed of the fill
shoe movement is tightly limited as higher
speed directly affects the proper fill of the
cavity.
There are two possibilities to handle this
topic:
1. The very special design of a “dosing filler” (Fig. 2) seems to offer the optimum
solution: the fill shoe and the hoses connecting it to the hopper are fixed at the
end of the filler plate. Only a very flat
segment moves forward and backward
to supply the needed volume of powder
to the cavity. Its size matches the size of
the cavity and the height is derived from
the required volume of powder for the
compact. This way it is customized to
the individual compact. The dosing filler
allows to position the upper punch in a
low position above the die and to start
downwards immediately after the filler is
retracted from the cavity. Thus, the empty
run before touching the powder is minim
ised and saves cycle time.
2. Alternatively, the fill shoe is made in the
common design, however, with a sharp
angle at the front (Fig. 3). Such a design
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Fig. 2 Dosing fill shoe

allows to apply all above-described features (size, tube-assembly etc.). Its special front with the steep angle allows the
top punch to start when the fill shoe still
partly covers the die cavity. Controlled by
intelligent software, the edge of the top
punch follows the outline of the fill shoe
and the empty run before entering into
the cavity is minimised similar to the dosing filler.
A comparison of both designs in a prac
tical test with the same tool on a hydraul
ic CNC powder press resulted in identical
cycle times for both designs. At this point,
one has to call in mind the main purpose of
the filler: to grant a constant uniform supply of powder to the cavity and thus avoid
variations in weight. The drawback of the
dosing filler is that its fixed volume of powder provided to the cavity only follows the

Fig. 4 Servo filler for pure mechanical presses
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Fig. 3 Standard fill shoe

gravity of its own weight, without the add
itional pressure from the powder in the fill
shoe. Another consequence of its design is
the potential higher leakage caused by add
itional gaps.
As per DORST’s experience and trials, the
fill shoe with the sharp front angle is the
favourite design, because it allows all freedom to optimize the design individually according to the compact geometry.

1.2.3 Fill movements
A smart option to improve the consistency of part weight is to make use of
sophisticated control systems and movements of the powder press and fill device.
State-of-the-art CNC presses can control
exactly the speed and travel of the filler
drive, even shaking movements are easily
possible.

1.2.3.1 Smart programming of closed loopcontrolled filler movements
1.2.3.1.1 CNC powder presses
On CNC powder presses, whether the drive
is hydraulic or electric, in most cases the
filler movement is CNC impelled, too. This
means that the filler can be programmed
to individual movements matching the requirements of the compact to be pressed.
There are various options to be applied:
1. Shaking the fill shoe above the cavity
2. Profile fill
3. Under fill
4. Over fill
5. Suction fill
6. Gravity fill
7. Any combination of these six options.
1.2.3.1.2 Mechanical powder presses
On mechanical powder presses, usually the
filler is also driven by a mechanical system,
directly connected to the main movements
of the press, thus in any case aligned with
the top punch and die movement. However,
as seen above it may be preferable to use
a free programmable drive. This is available for most powder presses type TPA by
a servo-electric drive system. This solution
allows to make benefit of all movements
described above also on a pure mechanical
press (Fig. 4).
Besides the advantage of full freedom to program the filler movement, it brings additional
benefit for the user: The mechanical drive
causes some vibration by its moved mass,
which may have an unfavourable effect on
the part quality. The moved mass of the servo
filler drive is much less, therefore, even fast
movements do not affect the part quality,
and thus, it becomes possible to additionally
increase the productivity of the machine. In
practice the increase reaches up to 30 %.
cfi/Ber. DKG 99 (2022) No. 6
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So the use of a servo-electric filler drive generates two positive effects on a mechanical
press: freedom of filler movement and higher productivity.

minimise the impact of such effects on the
part height?

1.2.4 Closed loop control of powder
fill according to nominal weight

2.2.1 Closed loop control of
movements

A well-proven and longstanding system to
fight against weight variation is the CNC
control by weight measuring. All compacts
from the powder press go to a balance and
the actual weight is recorded. The weight
may fluctuate within certain, programmable values. If it exceeds an allowed limit,
the balance sends a signal to the powder
press to re-adjust the height of the cavity.
Hereby the filled powder volume will be reduced or raised until the weight is within
given and desired range again. This option
is available not only for CNC powder presses, but also for pure mechanical presses as
well.

2.2.1.1 Hydraulic systems
Installed sensors on CNC powder presses
take care to monitor the actual travel or
position of each punch. Even for multi-level
tools every level is individually controlled.
These actual values are permanently compared to the desired, programmed data and
in case of any deviation the travel/position
is re-adjusted automatically by the control
system DVS/DCS®. This assures that vari
ations in powder fill are widely compensated.
A CNC powder press even keeps its tight
tolerance range after many production
hours: The natural wear, e.g. within the hydraulic valves is automatically balanced by
the closed loop control.
Due to the system – electric signals are
translated to hydraulic action – the position
accuracy of the punches is within the range
of ±0,01 mm, resulting in a part height tolerance of approx ±0,05 mm.

2 Height variations

2.1 Reasons for height variations
One influence making the height fluctuate
are variations in powder filling – the more
powder in the cavity, the higher the compact and vice versa. As one saw, one can
actively improve the cavity filling, however,
in the end one has to deal within a certain
range of weight. Within these limits, one
needs to think about appropriate measures
to keep the part height within given tolerances. Also, a poor press performance may
cause height variations. E.g. a new mechanical press is manufactured and adjusted
with a minimum clearance in all bearings
and coupling elements.
During use, the natural wear by the applied
forces causes deviation in positioning accur
acy ending in increased height variations of
the compacts produced.
Finally, there are unavoidable physical effects: In press position the punches are
compressed, as all other force-transmitting
parts and, on the other hand, the machine
frame is stretched. All these effects are
within the elastic margin of the components
involved. However, again due to the filling
variations, they differ from stroke to stroke
and so finally influence the part height.
What are the measures which a press
manufacturer applies to avoid or at least
cfi/Ber. DKG 99 (2022) No. 6

2.2 Actions to minimise height
tolerances

2.2.1.2 Servo-electric systems
Servo-electric presses are equipped with
position sensors as hydraulic presses. Add
itionally, they benefit from the drive system
itself: The electric motor has got a rotation
counter, which, in combination with the
gradient angle of the driven spindle, provides a second exact value of the travel of
the connected punch.
Due to the combination of both values by
smart software, more precise value of the
position can be achieved. Hence a punch
can be positioned within the range of
±0,001 mm, ensuring a part height tolerance of approx ±0,03 mm.
One has to keep in mind that the above values for part height are typical guide values
for metal powder parts only, and are subject
to vary in accordance to individual material
parameters.

punches up and down, however, as indicated above, there are some physical effects, which have a remarkable impact on
the compact produced on the machine. The
most important one is the deflection of all
components under load: All these parts
have to be calculated to bear the theoret
ical stress within their elastic deformation
range. No plastic deformation is allowed.
Hence the machine frame and all tool supporting construction units are calculated
to assure a high rigidity. This grants for a
minimum of unwanted elongation, resp.
compression and thus a high accuracy in
positioning.
Nevertheless, the value of deflection will not
be “0”. Depending on the individual load
on the punches, the structure is stressed differently, which finally leads to the toleranceranges described above. Since the rigidity is
calculated to the maximum nominal load of
the powder press, the positioning accuracy
can achieve even closer tolerances at lower
forces applied. Additionally, all guiding shall
not be affected by the applied press force.
The designer must take care that the guiding elements are separated from the force
flow through the machine (Fig. 5).

2.2.3 Measuring systems
Of course, as the basic requirement, all
measuring elements, such as sensors and

2.2.2 Mechanical design of the press
and its components
The design of powder presses looks s imple
on the first view: Just a machine moving

Fig. 5 Frame design of electric presses
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gauges, need to have highest accuracy and,
at the same time, have to be robust and reliable. Having found the best supplier and
type, the designer must choose a stressfree assembly place within the machine, to
avoiding any transfer of press – forces into
the sensor system possibly causing wrong
indication.
Also, the fixing of these measuring systems
has to be thoroughly chosen to avoid unwanted impact by movements or forces of
the machine and solely record the desired
dimension.

2.2.4 Control algorithms
Even though the mechanical design is
perfect, the sensors are in the right place
and perfectly installed, additional influence is taken by e.g. temperature change
from ambient or the machine itself. Temperature may influence the accuracy of
sensors and the oil volume. The tool geometry changes its mechanical deflection
and never exactly evaluable friction within
the powder and tool has its influence, with
the severe consequence that the positioning accuracy can suffer. At this point, support comes from smart software, not only
calculating theoretically the press cycle,
but also being prepared to accept manual
modifications, to include the above mentioned non quantifiable variables. The Intelligent Program Generator IPG® is such a
software.
After automatically calculating the appropriate press cycle for the compact and the
chosen press type, the operator analyses the
produced parts and evaluates the modifications, necessary to optimize the part height.

So, he changes individual parameters within
the program. The software has to follow
these inputs strictly because the operator is
the master of the process. These steps are
taken in an iterative process and although
nobody knows the actual influence of the
additional values, the adjustments consequently compensate their undesired effects
and, at the same time, keep the press cycle
within its optimum range.

2.2.5 DORST NETSHAPE® system
For use on CNC powder presses, a special
software was developed and already proved
well-functioning in practice – the DORST
NETSHAPE® system.
It is incorporated in the DVS/DCS®-control
software and pre-calculates the correct
pressing position – on the fly, during the
present stroke. It uses the actual forces,
press – elongations, punch – deflections
and the final weight and dimension of the
pressed part. The measurement system for
the mechanical distortion is an integral
element of the powder press itself, while
the weight comes from a balance, located
near the press centre, where the compact
is placed instantly after compaction. Due to
measuring all these parameters, the actual
die fill is monitored and the smart press reacts accordingly.
Although the variation in filling may be only
very small, the DORST NETSHAPE® system
grants to compact the part to the specified
height, within closest tolerance.
For hydraulic CNC powder presses type TPA,
it was possible to reduce the above quoted
accuracy in part height from ±0,05 mm in
practice to a value of ±0,03 mm.

3 Density
Since the weight and the height of the compact is controlled and adjusted within tight
tolerances as was described above, the dens
ity is granted to be kept within the desired
values. An extra effort to monitor this parameter is not necessary as today standards.
To assure a uniform density distribution
within the compact, all of the above pres
ented measures have to be tuned to best
possible interaction. Only their harmonious
coaction will care for the even powder distribution.

4 Conclusion and outlook
The process of powder pressing is capable
to produce big quantities of complex compacts from powder within very tight tolerances at an economic level, not achievable
by machining. However, due to the fact that
the basic material is not solid steel but powder, the process is also submitted to varying
factors, influencing its accuracy. As shown
above, these parameters can be handled
properly and the high quality of the compacts during the long-term production can
be assured.
For the future, there are encouraging prospects to combine the described already existing procedures with a growing number of
improved skills, covered by software and/
or combination of Internet of Things and
Industry 4.0 possibilities.
The first steps are already applied in new
powder presses and the target to incorpor
ate an automatic feedback to replace the
manual interference of experts comes within reach. This will lead the PM-industry onto
a higher level of precision in the near future.

www.cfi.de
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CNT/Alumina-Composites as Electrically Conductive Ceramics
H. Kühl, C. Bechteler, R. Girmscheid, A. Rübling

CNT-reinforced alumina ceramics are an interesting option for the production of electrically conductive
ceramics. It is shown that high electrical conductivity can be achieved with only 0,25 mass-% of CNTs in
the alumina matrix. These small amounts added enable the production of dense ceramics with very good
mechanical properties, although CNTs massively inhibit densification of the ceramics during the sintering process, especially at higher concentrations. The article also describes the manufacturing process, the
mechanical and thermal properties achieved and possible applications.

Fig. 1 Structural visualisation of a
Single Wall Carbon Nanotube (SWCNT)

Ceramics are known for their outstanding
hardness as well as temperature and chem
ical resistance, which exceed the properties
of metals. A considerable disadvantage is
the high brittleness, related to their low
fracture toughness. Furthermore, lots of
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ceramics are electrical insulators, which
make them suitable for spark plug and high
voltage insulators as well as substrates or
dielectric materials.
The combination of the superior ceramic
properties with electrical conductivity and
improved fracture toughness has been investigated for decades. To enable electrical
conductivity in an insulating ceramic, like
alumina, an electrically conductive material
has to be used as additive with a concentration exceeding the so-called percolation
threshold. This is the minimum amount of
electrically conductive component that
must be introduced into the insulating cer
amic so that the insulating property is lost
and electrical conductivity dominates. Usually, such a transition happens at a very specific concentration, leading to an increase
in conductivity often by over ten orders
of magnitude. The concentration strongly
depends on the geometry and orientation
of the conducting particles. A percolation
theory for spherical particles, reported by
Zallen [1], mentions a critical concentration of 16 vol.-%. This theory was proven in
ATN-ceramics, where spherical, electrically
conductive TiN-particles are embedded in
an alumina matrix [2, 3].
At the Technische Hochschule Nürnberg
Georg-Simon-Ohm electrically conduct
ive ceramics have been investigated for
20 years now. The development of ATNceramics has been the focus for a long
time and changed towards CNT/aluminaceramics during the last years, because of
a BMBF-funded project in cooperation with
Rauschert GmbH/DE.

CNTs (Carbon-Nanotubes) (Fig. 1) are
concentric cylindrical carbon-monolayers/
graphene layers based on hexagonal structured carbon atoms. Usually, CNTs show a
diameter between 0,5–50 nm, dependent
on the diameter of the inner layer and the
number of layers. Compared to their length,
which can be up to several centimetres, the
diameter is very small, resulting in an extra
ordinarily high aspect ratio.
CNTs can appear as Single-Wall- (SWCNTs),
Double-Wall- (DWCNTs) or Multi-WallCNTs (MWCNTs), which also defines their
properties. Some of their properties are
outstanding, such as a high electrical conductivity up to 107 S/m, the highest known
thermal conductivity of all materials up to
6000 W/m∙K (SWCNTs) or 3000 W/m∙K
(MWCNTs), respectively, exceeding even
the thermal conductivity of diamond. The
Young’s modulus, dependent on the CNTtype, can reach 1000 GPa.

Experimental
In the context of this project, CNT/aluminacomposites based on two different alumina
powders (TM-DAR, Taimei Chemicals Co.
Ltd./JP, and CT 3000 SG, Almatis GmbH/DE)
were produced by pressureless sintering or
hot-pressing with a CNT-content between
0–5 mass-%. Alumina as matrix material
was used, because of the comparably low
price and the well-known properties and
processing techniques. CNTs in form of a
water-based MWCNT-suspension were provided by Future Carbon GmbH/DE.
After dispersing alumina particles in water,
the CNT-suspension was added to generate
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Fig. 2 Hot-pressing process with corresponding process steps including
press-force (blue), temperature (red), correction (black), uncorrected (grey)
and corrected d
 ensification profile (green) of the CNT/Al2O3-composite

a homogeneous slurry, which was frozen in
liquid nitrogen, freeze-dried and sieved to
produce appropriate granules. For pressureless sintering, disks were pressed by uniaxial die pressing, debinded and sintered in
argon atmosphere.
Hot-pressing was conducted by debinding the granules before densification in a
graphite die under varying pressure and
temperature in argon.
Developing an optimal debinding process
was one of the most challenging tasks during the project. On one side the organic
additives had to be removed without any
residue, on the other side, the CNTs must
not be thermally deteriorated. Even the hot
press route required debinding, because the

CNT-suspension included high amounts of
organic dispersants, which had to be removed to enable good densification during
sintering. To achieve complete burn-out of
the organics, debinding in air at the highest possible temperature was conducted
because debinding in an inert atmosphere
would have led to carbon residues in the
material.
The intensive research showed that, dependent on the alumina powder, varying
debinding temperatures are necessary to
enable complete burn-out of the organics
without deteriorating the CNTs [4].
An exemplification of a conducted hotpressing process is shown in Fig. 2 for hotpressing under 80 kN at 1550 °C. The pres-

sure was applied during the heating process
at a temperature of 1200 °C. By means of
an integrated dilatometer, it was possible
to monitor and optimise the densification process. Therefore, a correction (black
curve) was measured showing the thermal
and elastic deformation of the die. This correction was used to correct the measured
dilatometer curve (grey curve), leading to
the actual densification profile of the ma
terial (green curve).
The visualised hot-press procedure, shown
in Fig. 2, can be separated in seven steps:
1: Evacuation, purging with argon
2: Heating up to 1200 °C (pyrometer measurement from 1100 °C)
3: Applying pressure
4: Heating under pressure
5: Dwell time
6: Reducing pressure
7: Cool-down.

Results
Fig. 3 a shows the achieved relative dens
ities dependent on the applied pressure
and the CNT-content for TM-DAR-based
composite ceramics. Fig. 3 b summarises
the relative densities of TM-DAR (T) and
CT 3000 SG (C) based ceramics dependent on CNT-content and sinter temperature (1450 °C or 1550 °C) under 80 MPa
applied pressure. It can be seen that
CNTs drastically impede the densification
of the composites. If pressureless sintering is conducted, dense ceramics (>95 %
RD) are achievable for 0,25 mass‑% and
0,5 mass‑% CNTs respectively. Hot-pressing under 80 MPa enables the production

Fig. 3 a–b Achieved relative densities dependent on the applied pressure and CNT-content in TM-DAR-based composites (a); and
relative densities in dependency of CNT-content, sinter temperature and alumina matrix under constant pressure of 80 MPa (b)
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of dense CNT/alu
mina-composites up to
3 mass-% CNTs. TM-DAR-based composites lead to a higher density compared to
CT 3000 SG-based composites produced
under equal parameters.
Fig. 4 shows a SEM-image of CNTs in a pore
of a 3 mass-% CNT-containing composite.
Mechanical properties, like hardness and
fracture toughness, are presented in greater
detail in [5]. Lower CNT-contents (up to
1 mass-%) increase hardness up to 20 %,
whereas, higher CNT-contents lead to a
reduction in hardness, which is probably
related to the increasing porosity. Furthermore, hot-pressed specimens show a considerable anisotropy of pore geometry and
distribution, leading to an anisotropic fracture toughness.
Highly interesting are the results of the
electrical conductivity, characterised by
four-point measurements, shown in Fig. 5
and published in greater detail in [6]. Even
a very low CNT-content of 0,25 mass‑%
(≈ 0,5 vol.‑%) leads to an electrical conductivity of over 1 S/m in CT 3000 SG-based
composites. This points towards a percolation threshold of less than 0,25 mass-%,
which is the lowest percolation threshold
of CNT-reinforced ceramics presented in the
literature and proves a very good homo
gen
isation of the CNTs in the alumina
matrix.
In addition to the electrical conductivity,
thermal conductivity of the composites was
investigated by a Laserflash Method (LFA).
Because of the outstanding thermal conductivity in CNTs, which can be as high as
3000 W/m∙K for MWCNTs, it could be as-

Fig. 4 CNTs in a CNT/Al2O3-composite

sumed that the addition of CNTs into an
alumina matrix will lead to an overall increase in thermal conductivity.
Since the CNTs lead to a reduction in relative density of the ceramic influencing the
thermal conductivity in a negative way,
samples with a constant CNT content
(3 mass‑%) and different densities (produced with different pressures) and samples with a constant density (98,5 % RD)
and different CNT content were produced
in order to be able to determine the isolated influence of the CNTs without being
distorted by different porosities. The investigations showed that the CNTs lead to a
significant reduction in thermal conductivity
even at constant relative density (Fig. 6),

Fig. 5 Electrical conductivity dependent on CNT-content and
alumina matrix
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which disagrees with the previously mentioned assumption.
The reason for this phenomenon was found
by SEM-characterisation of the microstructure showing a considerable fining of the
grains in the microstructure caused by
CNTs. Such a grain fining leads to an increase in the number of grain boundaries
considerably impeding thermal conductivity
through the material. These results as well
as the anisotropic behaviour of the electric
al and thermal conductivity are intensively
reported in [6].

Summary
CNT-reinforced alumina ceramics can be a
highly interesting material for the produc-

Fig. 6 Thermal conductivity dependent on CNT-content at constant relative density
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tion of electrically conducting ceramics. One
particular reason is the very low amount of
CNTs (0,25 mass-%), which is necessary to
change the insulating to an electrically conducting behaviour. Such low CNT-contents
enable the production of dense ceramics
with accordingly good mechanical properties under appropriate effort. These composites could be used to realise interesting applications. For instance, elimination
of electrical charges in combination with
very high hardness and wear resistance or
ceramic ignitors or as electrode material in
critical environments. Also, the possibility of

Electrode Discharge Machining (EDM) is a
big advantage provided by electrically conductive ceramic composites.

[4]

ence of different alumina powders on thermal
decomposition of CNTs during debinding of
CNT/Al2O3-composite ceramics. Open Ceram-
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Indian Ceramics Asia
https://messe-muenchen.de/de/technisches/veranstaltungen/indian-ceramics-asia-2023.php

27.02.-03.03.2023
Valencia / ES		

CEVISAMA
https://cevisama.feriavalencia.com/

27.-30.03.2023
Jena / DE and
Hermsdorf / DE

KERAMIK / CERAMICS 2023 – 98th DKG-Jahrestagung
www.2023.dkg.de

28.-30.03.2023
Nuremberg / DE

European Coatings Show
www.european-coatings-show.com

17.-21.04.2023
Hanover / DE		

Hannover Messe
www.hannovermesse.de

01.-03.05.2023
Novi, Michigan / US

Ceramics Expo
www.ceramicsexpousa.com

12.-16.06.2023
Dusseldorf / DE

GIFA – METEC – THERMPROCESS – NEWCAST
www.gifa.com

13.-16.06.2023
Stuttgart / DE

Moulding Expo
www.messe-stuttgart.de/moulding-expo

28.-29.06.2023
Birmingham / GB

The Advanced Ceramics Show
https://advancedceramicsshow.com

01.-04.10.2023
Lisbon / PT		

EURO PM2023 Congress and Exhibition
https://europm2023.com

www.cfi.de

TZ ZIRCONIA POWDER FROM TOSOH
THE

ZIRCONIA

If you are looking for the best in purity, homogeneity,
reproducibility, and ease in sintering, come to TOSOH.
With our line of yttria stabilized “TZ” zirconia powders, you
will find the ultimate in your processing and sintering
properties. As the world leader in high purity zirconia
powder for advanced engineering ceramic applications, our
powders have set the standards that have come to be
accepted worldwide, including various regulatory
approvals on sintered bodies. Whether it is for injection
molding, pressing, slipcasting or extrusion, our zirconia
will provide you with outstanding properties, so that you
can take the lead. With the largest capacity in the world,
and worldwide technical support through offices in Europe,
USA and Japan, you can depend on TOSOH for the
ULTIMATE in zirconia!

TOSOHZIRCONIA
ZIRCONIA
TOSOH
Powder
Series
Powder Series

PartiallyStabilized
Stabilized
Partially
Zirconia
Zirconia

Binder"Plus"
”Plus“
Binder
Grade
Grade

3YE
3Y

3YSE
3YS

3YBE
3YSBE
3YB
3YSB

33
(94.8)
(94.8)
≤0.1
0.250.1
≤0.02
0.02
16±3
163

3
3
(94.8)
(94.8)
≤0.1
0.250.1
≤0.02
0.02
7±2
72

Sintered Density
3)
Sintered
Density
(g/cm

6.05
6.05

6.05
6.05

6.05
6.05

Bending Strength
Bending Strength
R.T.
R.T. (MPa)
(MPa)*

1200
1200

1200
1200

1200
1200

FullyStabilized
Stabilized
Fully
Zirconia
Zirconia

8Y
8Y

8YS
8YS

8
8
(86.7)
(86.7)
≤0.1
0.1
≤0.02
0.02
16±3
163

8
8
(86.7)
(86.7)
≤0.1
0.1
≤0.02
0.02
7±2
72

6.05
6.05

5.90
5.90

5.90
5.90

1200
1200

300
300

300
300

Specification
Speciﬁcation
Y O (mol%)

Y22O33 (mol%)
ZrO2 (wt%)

ZrO2 (wt%)
Al2O3 (wt%)

Al2O3 (wt%)

SiO2 (wt%)

SiO2 (wt%)

Specific Surface

Speciﬁc
Surface
Area (m2/g)
Area (m2/g)

3
3
(94.8)
(94.8)
≤0.1
0.250.1
≤0.02
0.02
(16±3)
(163)

3
3
(94.8)
(94.8)
≤0.1
0.250.1
≤0.02
0.02
(7±2)
(72)

Typical Properties

Typical Properties
(g/cm3)

★ 3 point Bending Test

* 3 point Bending Test

TOSOH CORPORATION

Some of the many applications where TOSOH
Zirconia is used.

Visit us at www.tosoh.com

Head Office: Tosoh Corporation, Advanced Ceramics Dept., 3-8-2 Shiba. Minato-ku, Tokyo 105-8623, Japan Tel:+81 03-5427-5170 Fax: + 81 03-5427-5217
North American Office: Tosoh USA, Inc. 3600 Gantz Road, Grove City, OH 43123 Toll free tel: 866-844-6953 Fax: 614-875-8066
European Office: Tosoh Europe B.V., Crown Bldg. South, Hullenbergweg 359, 1101 CP Amsterdam Z.O., The Netherlands Tel: +31 020-565-0014 Fax: + 31 020-691-5458

